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i there was the rich tint of southern climes,
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came bounding forth ; to the imagination untutored notes of the women ; beyond all
jfdol—Wool.—Look at this, Farmers of
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
mingling with the quick glance and move of Arundel, it was as a joyops bride goes could be distinguished the clear melodious
During the last season the enormous
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ment of feeling and sentiment.
forth to meet her bridegroom. She knelt sound of Clara’s voice, that thrilled to the stun of sixty-jive thousand one hundred and jif
JAJVIES K. RJEMICH.
Cautiously moved the vessel ; at length on one knee to the man, he raised her and heart of the Englishman. It was in the ty-nim dollars was paid out by one individual
Office on the Main-Street,—opposite the Meeting-House- the shallow waters gave evidence that it
pointed upwards, a jay of the moon fell chapel oft he convent in Canada that Arun in the town of Hallowell for the purchase of
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
Wool, nearly all of which was scattered aTwo dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—- had reached the head of navigation, and upon her face, and even to i he jealous eye del had first seen h©r ; he was then deeply
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which it stopped in the midst of the stream. At of a lover it spoke no earthly passion ; her impressed with her appearance, and learnt rnong the farmers of Oxford, Kennebec and
Somerset counties—but this season not one
remain unpaid at the expiration of the sear. No that moment a boat wholly unlike the
companion was still shrouded in his dark with an indefinite sensation of pleasure, cent has been expended for the purchase ot
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pubsharp canoes of the Indians, shot from th© mantle. They seated themselves and that she was only a boarder in the convent, wool. Why is this? We put the question
lish'er, until all arrearages are paid.
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for thick underwood of the banks ; the female spoke low : he imagined the discourse was
and placed there for her education.
He home—Why is this ? It is because the ru
any error in anj’ 'advertisement beyond the amount
no sooner descried it than she clasped her sad, for she often put the handkerchief to soon found opportunities of becoming ac inous policy of Andrew Jackson and Martin
charged for its insertion.
i hands with impassioned gestures.
The her eyes ; at length with a lingering step quainted with her, while she was visiting Van Buren has destroyed the currency—has
in fact ruined the country. Our manufactu
bark
approached
the
side
of
the
vessel
| she returned to the wigwam.
her friends at Quebec. She seemed to be rers have been compelled to suspend their
MISCELLANEOUS.
it was rowed by an Indian ; but a figure
As soon as day dawned, they w^ere again an object offpeculiar care and affection t.O’
—thousands of men and women
Narantsauk,
sat at the helm, wrapped in a dark cloak j pursuing their course. It was a dim, ha the Governor, at whose bouse she often operations
w ho fonnd employment and received high
he rose and extended his arms ; with thl zy morning, clouds of
A TALE OF NEW ENGLAND.
Jrjse from the resided for weeks—Clara, v as trunk, cay, wage u«,. ¡r manbfiiciuring establishments
Perhaps there is no portion of our coun qu? :kncss dftheight, the girl placed
river, as is often the case on the Kenne and unsubdued by forms/ Though Arun have iiet-H thrown on the cold charity oft.be
try so little known to the southern part of foot on the side of the vessel and sprulHr bec ; to follow close to the boat would del was an Englishman, and on that ac world—beggary will ere long stalk through
the Union, as the State of Maine. Im into the boat.—After a few words
have excited suspicion, and at a short dis count an object of distrust, and only toler the streets of our villages, and pauperism
mense tracts of land, both on the north greeting, she turned to the motley crew tance it was not visible through the fog. ated as a commissioner employed by the have a universal name and place in this
and east, were tor a long time considered that stood gazing at her, and bending for| The Indian advised the delay of a few government of Massachusetts ; yet as the once prosperous and happy land. Our mer
'worthless, and the progress of civilization ward made the sign of the cross on her hours.—‘ The mist will soon disperse,’ young people became more acquainted, chants are all to be destroyed, and our me
chanics thrown out of employment, and all
was only marked by the axe of the wood forehead and bosom ; no rough salutation said he, ‘ and we shall soon overtake Clara grew friendly and confiding, and this to carry on an experiment! ! Industry
man. It is comparatively but a few years was returned ; the Englishman stood mol them.’ Arundel entered the wigwam when Arundel, with the impetuosity of is robbed of its earnings to fill the pockets of
since the treasures of this fair domain tionless and erect, his arms proudly folded| that had sheltered Clara and her compan youth declared himself her lover, she re a set of desperate office holders. How long
have been opened to its now legitimate It would seem as if the girl wished to exf ion. It contained only a rude altar of ceived his avowal with undisguised pleas will the yeomanry of the State of Maine sub
mit to this ? Has not patience ceased to be
possessors. Its original inheritors sleep tort a parting signal ; for she fixed her stone, and a wooden crucifix. He seated ure.
Yet amidst the happiness of
under the sod their blood has enriched, eyes steadfastly upon him, again bowed himself at the foot of it, and in his rever acknowledged and requited affection, a virtue? The remedy is at the Polls. To
rescue then, Whigs of Maine, All is not
and not one historian remains of their once and crossed herself. He turned coldly a| ies forgot almost the object ofhis pursuit many a doubt saddened his mind. She the
lost—very many of the Jackson party will go
way and the boat shot back to the thicket! —his eyes were fixed on the inscription wjas a papist, a worshipper of graven ima with us—they are disgusted with the experinumerous population. ,
Both the French and English were a‘ So ends our adventure, Arundel,’ said placed over the altar : ‘Dieuseul’’ He ges, nor could he disguise himself that nient, for it is draining their life's blood.
ware of the value of this country, centu the Frenchman, approaching the English-; had been educated in an unqualified detes there was some mystery in her situation.
Hallowell Chron»
ries ago.
In 1623, Henry the 4th of man to whom the last salutation of the la tation of papists ; he had been told from She stood alone—no one claimed relatiod
France, granted all that part of North dy was addressed. ‘ Mademoiselle Clan his youth upwards that he must avoid all ship with her, and though all loved and ad
The keel of the Pennsylvania was laid in
feet. inches.
America which lies between the 40th and has found her mate, and is henceforth tc1 association with them, that their religion mired Santa Clara, for so she was callei November, 1822.
46th degrees of north latitude, to the become a nymph of the woods, and I set was made upofidle ceremonies and idola from one of the patron saints, neither filth Her length between the Perpen
diculars is
210
Sieur de Montes, by the name of Acadie. nothing left but for us to return to Acadie trous worship ; yet there was a simplicity er, mother, nor brothers, placed -arounc
mould
56
In 1662, Gorges and Mason received a and tend sheep.’
I in this temple dedicated to the Most High, her their guardian shield; yet there wa1 Beam
Depth of hold to gun deck
23
grant of all the country between the
‘ Not I,’replied the young man, with! that contradicted his early prejudices. one who had united in himself all thesi Length of spar deck
219
Merrimac and Kennebec rivers, from the an impatient glance, ‘ not 1, while one| 1 Here, at least,’ said he, ‘ God is wor ties—it was Father Rale—he had beei Breadth of
47
do.
sea to the St. Lawrence, by the name of drop of blood flows in my veins.’
58
shipped in the solitary grandeur of nature. her counsellor and spiritual guide, anc Extreme breadth
Laconia.
‘ What then is your object ? To scal[| No man who thinks deeply and draws upon though separated from him for the advan Length from figure head to stern
gallery
247
Those who now visit this fertile region, some hundred of these black ducks,* and? his own resources of intellect, can be long tagesof education, it had been the earnes
Height from bottom of keel to
find it difficult to credit the tradition present yourself at the general court and a bigot ; it is the tradition from sire to son, desire of her heart to live with him.
Tc
top of rail, amidships
54
which describes it as a howling wilder claim the reward ? They offer a hundred line upon line, precept upon precept, that her entreaties for this purpose he con Lower gun deck ports (number) 32
ness, infested by bears and wolves and in pounds a scalp ; now a score of these tol has formed this artificial species among the stantly replied, “ Alas, my child, you know Main
do.
36
do.
do.
gether might lure the little wild bird human race.’—There is an innate power not what you ask. I hear only savages, : Upper
habited by savages.
do.
do.
do.
36
do.
36
do.
do.
Soon after entering the Kennebec, the from her nest.’
in thought that expands and enlarges the speak only to them ; my food is corn, whicl Spar
The eye of the young man spoke a. mind. Arundel arose from his mental ex I boil with water ; the sole luxury I allow Length from fore part of stem to
eye is arrested by a beautiful union of
aft side of stern, at height of
He de myself is.to mix the maple sugar with it
cultivation and natural luxuriance ; in as language the Frenchman understood, for ercise a better and a wiser man.
spar deck
224
he
retreated
behind
him
and
remained
si

scended
to
the
banks
of
the
river;
the
cending the river, its sloping banks ex
What would be hardship for you has be Whole length of keel
195
lent.
In
a
few
hours
the
vessel
was
again
mist had dispersed and the sun was shining come habit for me, and 1 can say with trut Draught of water
hibit abundant proof of that healthful in
25
dustry which provides for the real wants, under sail, and retracing her course to the- in
- - all
” its
-A radiance.
...d.....
As he gazed at the that none of these things move me, ne
She is a splendid specimen of the science
: scene, a purer, holier feeling of devotion ther count I my life dear unta myself,
and not the fastidious craving of man. Atlantic.
of naval’architecture of the present day, al
Strange as these circumstances mightj came over him.
‘Even so father,’ ex- that I may finish my course with joy, a:
though commenced fifteen years ago, and the
Small settlements are scattered on its bor
workmanship reflects great credit on the me
ders ; above Bath, the confluence of sev have appeared, there were none to specu-f claimed he, ‘ wilt thou dissipate the er- the ministry which I have received of t
chanics of Philadelphia.
Lord Jesus, to testify the gospel of
eral rivers form Merry Meeting Bay, so late upon them ; and though a beautiful-' rors that cloud my mind !’
She is pierced for 136 guns, all 32 pounders
girl,
apparently
at
the
mercy
of
a
few
adAgain
they
repaired
to
the
canoe,
and
grace
of
God.
’
”
called, because the Indians were accus
and will be the most formidable ship afloatq
venturers,
would
in
modern
times
have
Imth
felt
an
emotion
of
surprise
when
afs surprise,
tomed to assemble there in their canoes,
[to be continued.]
May success attend her.
and concert measures for any enterprise given ample employment to the thousand*' ter rowing some hours, they did not over
tongues
of
slander,
no
dark
suspicions
dis-!
take
the
object
of
their
pursuit.
4
You
which required united effort. After pass
Retort Courteous.—Mr. Clay being on t|
ing the bay, Swan Island appears in view, turbed the serenity of the woodlands, for; will find them at Narantsauk,’said the In tour through the chief towns of the Nether J. W. Taylor was tried lately at Monmouth, N. J. for murdering his mother and a
and stretches along for four or five miles. here nature dwelt in her lovely simplicity.| dian ; 4 they have outstripped us—I must lands, the affable Henry Gouldburn, Esq. one lodger
in the house', and then setting fire to
of
the
British
commissioners
who
signed
the
It was formerly the residence of the great One circumstance, however, excited much! now quit you—my way lies across the hills
treaty of Ghent, forwarded to him at Brus the premises for the purpose of concealing
sachem Kennebis, the reputed father of speculation in the mind of the Frenchman ;| to the Penobscot.’ When Arundel arriv- sels
a London paper, containing the official his atrocities. The jury acquitted him on the
the Kennebec river, from wrhom it de Monsieur Arundel, as he called him, hadl ed at Narantsauk, he was struck with the account of the destruction of the public edifices all convenient plea of insanity 1 The New
rives its name. A few lofty and wide suddenly disappeared from the vessel,) order and neatness of the Indian village ; at Washington, with an apology suited for the York Gazette makes the following just re
spreading trees remain, which from their with the Indian ; it was in vain that he in-* he did not venture to make any inquiries, occasion, presuming he would through that marks in mentioning this case :—
quired whatdhad become of them ; no one) though they generally spoke French, mix- channel receive the latest information from
‘ The facility with which the most atro
venerable appearance, might have been cpnmpil
Ji«nn«prl tn n-mliLv
Lie rnrinolhr
----nni_____
seemed
disposed to gratify his
curiosity. ing Dit .OH
with their native language.
They America. It so happened, however, that cious villians are allowed lately to escape
planted by Kennebis himself. In ascend
Mr. Clay had just received the Paris journals, punishment for great crimes by merely in
ing the river, the banks of the western The captain said that he had been hand invited him without any apparent distrust containing
the official account of the defeat terposing the pretence of insanity, is render
shore become more elevated ; as you pass somely paid for his trouble, and that was to enter their wigwams.
of the British forces on Lake Champlain ing jury trials in this country a mere mocke
all
his
concern.
Early
the
next
morning
he
found
the
lnthe village of Gardiner, a small Gothic
which he enclosed to the Hon. Mr. Gould ry. Here is this miscreant for instance, who,
The truth was that while the French dians were assembling for their worship. burn with a similar apology.
after committing the crime of matricide and
church rears its spire, a monument of
adding another murder to the enormity, is
Charleston Mercury.
simplicity and architectural beauty, and men had stretched himself on one of the A missionary, well known by the name of
cunning enough to add arson by way of con
contrasting by its still solemnity, with the sails and fallen into a quiet slumber, Arun ¡Father Ralle had resided among them for
The Hit Palpable.—A few days since, a cealing the double murder, and still the jury
busy water machinery and manufactories del and the Indian had landed on a small many years, and most of the tribe had be
island, and entering a canoe attached to it, come converts to the Catholic faith.
It traveller stepped into a bank located in a vil acquit him on the ground of insanity.’
of this thriving town.
lage in the neighborhood of this city, and im
made to the shore. They had scarcely
No one can enter Hallowell, without arrived when the Indian sat about trans was an affecting sight even to Arundel, ed mediately after his entrance pulled off his
Meteors.—There are different classes of
ucated
as
he
had
been
in
puritan
abhorwishing to linger and gaze on the cultiva forming the white man’s complexion to
hat, coat and cravat ; this done he cast a look meteors some are mere pulpy substances
■rence
of
popery,
to
see
the
wild
and
un

at the cashier, who was seated in a corner formed in the atmosphere ; others are stones,
ted seats that crown the summits Of the the tawney hue of his own ; this, with the
shore, as the river winds by the town and addition of divers colored paints, gave him couth savages preparing themselves for ‘ calm as a summer's^mormng,' and with a partaking the nature of lava, and exhibiting
enters the heart of Augusta, rich in natu the wild and fierce expression of a savage ; the holy rites of religion. The Kennebec commanding shake of his head said, ‘ Sir, the effects of fusion. The first class cannot
you better be giftin' that are water heat be very high in the atmosphere ; the second,
ral situation and its enterprising inhabi then dividing with him his ornaments and was strewed with canoes ; and women, war had'nt
ed 2' The Teller informed him that he w'as in the opinion of many, come from other
riors,
and
children
were
seen
hastening
to
tants. Probably the time is not far dis blankets, he gazed upon him with much
the consecrated walls. The chapel was a in the wrong ‘ shop.’ ‘ You are in a Bank, bodies than the earth, and are perhaps frag
tant when the steamboats of the south
satisfaction. ‘ Now,’said he, ‘you look simple building ; no spot could be better sir, not in a barber’s shop.’ 4 A bank, eh I’— ments of the great planet, of which Cera,
will migrate to this eastern world, freight like a man, and the mother that bore you
ejaculated the stranger, dang me, they told Vesta, &c. are parts. One of these meteors
selected to impress the mind wdth solemni me it was a shaving shop.’
ed with summer adventurers in search of
fell at East Bridgewater, Mass, jon the 5th
might tremble for her scalp.’ When the
Western Hemisphere.
a healthier climate than their own. It is transformation was completed, they return ty. It was placed in a valley, on a point of
May,between 3 and 4 o’clock P. M. A no
tice of it in the Boston Daily Advertiser
not Maine as it now is, how’ever, to which ed once more to the canoe. Their prog Hand which projected into the river, and
Beivare of Sugar Plums !—Starch of an in states that nine pieces of the stone were
my story points, but as it was more than ress was rapid, for both were musculer ¿surrounded by wood hills, that gave it a ferior
quality is used in the manufacture of found, some of them still warm, the largest
peculiar
expression
of
seclusion
and
still

a century ago, when it could only be ex and athletic, and busily plied their oars.
hard confectionary, such as lozenges, sugar weighing a quarter of a pound. The whole
ness.
plored by its rivers.
In a short time they came in sight of the t Arundel knew the devotion of Clara to plums, and similar articles. Those which appeared vitrified, as if from rapid cooling.
It was in the year 1723 that a sail mov boat which contained the young lady ; |the Catholic religion, and he was convinc- are sold abput the streets (says a writer in the The outside is black, glaced and shining, but
Magazines of Popular Science,) and made within it is grey, and full of oval shaped cav
ed slowly up the Kennebec ; the vessel they now slackened their pursuit, taking (d that if^he was in fhe
••"ibMlWjtse of schools,” are generally com ities. On the 5th of the present month, a
wound cautiously along, doubling the lit care not to lose sight of it. It was eve ee her at the chapel.
When he entered posed of the oflal of starch works, mixed
meteor fell somewhere in Vermont or
tle capes as if the helmsman was doubtful ning before it again put ashore. Arundel :, he was astonished to find it in no respect with plaster of paris, pipe clay, or chalk, and similar
New Hampshire.—N. 1. Jour. Com.
¿how to steer his course. The dark pines and the Indian also landed at a distance. aferior to the Canadian churches. Fath- as little sugar as is able to give them a pal
and gnarled oaks hung threatening from They perceived the party enter a little r Ralle, in a letter to his nephew, says, atable sweetness ; but what is worse is, that
the banks, and cast a deep shadow over wigmam which stood buried in the w7oods. I have built a church here w'hich is con- they are often colored with red lead, verdi The news Irom England yesterday is con
decidedly favorable. It appears from
the water. The deck of the vessel seem It was not till an hour or two after their enient and elegant. I have thought it my gris, gamboge, and other mineral poisons. sidered
A species of refined liquorice, manufactured all the accounts that there is not the most dis
ed alive with human figures. On one landing, that Arundel ventured to steal ■duty to spare-no costs for the decorations for
the same market, is a compound of com tant idea that the Bank of England would
side might be seen the tall muscular form near the wigwam. It was with some sur lofthe vessels used in our holy service, mon Spanish juice, Lamp black and Starch. suspend specie payments. There had been
of an Indian, with his parti-colored prise that he heard voices chanting, as if •they would be considered valuable in our
no panic to create any distrust. Money was
plumes, glittering ornaments, and scar in evening devotion. There was the deep churches in Europe. I have selected aSteam Boilers.—The New York Commer abundant and stocks were fully sustained.
No new failures had taken place in Eng
let trimmings ; on another, the slight, sonorous voice of a man, blending with the jfiout forty young savages who assist in di cial Advertiser says—
land, and it is now reasonable to suppose we
flexible figure of a Frenchman, contrasted soft harmonious notes of a woman. Some vine service in cassocks and surplices ;
It has been discovered in France, by M. know the worst, and that all the suspensions
with the firm well proportioned outline of times the strain was low and solemn, and (hey have each their office—some for the Chaix, that the incrustation on the inside of that will take place on both sides of the wa
an Englishman, and yet still more strong then again it seemed to float on air, and ply’ service of the mass, some for the the boilers is totally prevented by mixing ter are known. The next accounts from
ly with the coarse, sun burnt features of rose in a rich and powerful melody, that :hoir, sacrament and procession, in which a clay with the water. The government has London must be more cheering, as every
the sailors. One object, however, pre woke the echoes of the hills around. It arge concourse of savages unite, who of- rewarded the discoverer with 20,000 francs. packet that reaches there from here will
pour into England a succession of large asented itself to the eye more prominently was no earthly love song that broke the si en come from a distance to join in the
A Tough Hen.—A friend from the country, mounts in specie.—N. Y. Express o] 25th ult.
than the rest ; it was a female—she stood lence of the night ; it was the Ora sanctis- worship.’
says the Portland Argus, upon whose veraci
forward at the prow of the vessel, her sima of pious Catholics. Arundel felt
Arundel mingled with the savages as ty unlimited reliance may be placed, has fur Illinois Election.—The St. Louis Republi
eyes bent on the distance ; her dress humbled by the suspicions he in vain tried
nished us with the following facts. A neigh
seemed tobe a mixture of Indian and Eu to banish from his mind ; he w^as ashamed meofthe tribe. When he entered the bor ofhis, in pitching out his hay last month, can of the 6th ult. says that the Loco Focos
;anctuary,
his
eyes
wandered
over
the
figand Bentonites have been defeated in every
ropean—there w7ere the gay colors and ofhis disguise, and yet, thought he, it is
found the body of a hen, very much com quarter from which it has heard, and names
showy trinkets of the savage, but they not from curiosity that I hover round her, I ires of the women in search of Clara, but pressed, which must have been under the several
Counties in which the Whigs have
were disposed with taste and order ; her but to protect her from evil ; when I am here was nothing that resembled her. In hay since July, 1836, when it was stowed a- prevailed.
i
few
moments,
however,
the
side
door
oway in the barn. The body was thrown up
slender wrists were loaded with ornaments assured of her safety, I will abide by her
iened, and the priest entered with the on the barn floor, where it attracted the at
like those of a modern belle : her gar injunctions.
hoir, and.followed by the young girl. It tention of several children, one of whom dis The Oriental and State Banks of Boston,
ments were not only decently but elegant
At that moment a man came to the
covered signs of life about the eyes. Means have issued bills of the denomination of a
ly arranged, the silk drawn closely to her door of the wigwam. ‘ It is cooler here,’ ras now that he distinguished in Father were immediately used for resuscitating the dollar and a quarter, a dollar and a half, and
lalle,
the
man
who
had
conducted
Clara
form and marking its fine proportions. It said be ascending a little hillock. ‘ Cla
hen, and they were completely successful, a dollar and three quarters. The object of
would have been difficult to say to what ra 1’ he called, ‘ Clara 1’ The young girl he day before to the spot.
she having completely recovered from the these bills is to facilitate the making of
The service was solemn and impressive, effect of ten months’ confinement, and com change—bills of a less denomination than
nation she belonged ; there was nothing of
4he tawney hue of the savage, nor yet of *A term of contempt used at that time for the ndd the deep and sonorous voices of the menced discounting eggs for the benefit of one dollar being prohibited by law.
Boston Pat.
en mingled1 with the softer but not less her owner.
Rhe rose and lily of the European—yet Indians.
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OFFICIAL*
A most disgraceful scene.—We learn that
has at times had a greater amount due them than is ah
lowable by law ; the largest sum was on September
the German Reformed Church in Forsyth:
3d,
1837 ; at which time their capital stock was $75 .
street was yesterday desecrated by a scene TO THE GOVERNOR AND COUNCIL OF- THE STATE
000, and the total amount due the Bank was fifin'
From Florida.—By an express slip of the of violence and disorder, reflecting the deep
OF MAINE.
Later from Paris.—The packet ship Utica
412 15. The third of October the same year, they
has arrived at New York, bringing Paris pa Charleston Courier, we have the following est disgrace on all parties concerned in it. The Commissioners appointed under a Resolve paid in the additional Capital of $25,000, since’which
of the Legislature of Maine, of March 30/4, time the amount of their loan has been within the
pers to June 23.—The Journal of Commerce from the Florida Herald :
At about 11 o’clock, two clergymen follow
1837, providing for an examination into the limits prescribed by law.
ST. AUGUSTINE, JULY 22.
ed by their respective friends simultaneously
gives the following extracts.
doings of the York Bank, at Saco, submit the
Complaints have been made against the Bank, and
Army
Movements.
—
Maj.
Gen.
Jesup,
who
entered
the
church
and
made
for
the
pulpit.
PARIS, JUNE 23.
following
much dissatisfaction manifested by those who reside in
has
been
detained
in
this
city,
for
a
few
days
On
reaching
the
sacred
desk,
the
passage
was
The Journal du Commerce of Lyons says :
the vicinity of it in regard to the manner of their loan
REPORT. . .
On commencing the duty assigned them, the ing the Surplus Revenue deposited with them by the
—“ Lyons would have suffered severely from j past, on account of ill health, left here on mutually disputed vi et armisf’bnd sticks and
General Government. It appears that they received
a refusal of assistance to the house of Saturday morning, in the steamboat Charles clubs were put freely in requisition ; being Commissioners, in consideration of the deep in of
the Treasurer of the United States,
W-------- . This city has two and a half mil ton for Black Creek. He had made a call supplied by breaking up the rails around the terest which was felt and manifested by the com
November 28th 1836,
$25.000
............ of the pulpit was gained munity in the immediate vicinity of the Bank,
altar! Possession
lions of their paper in circulation. Very few upon our executive for a force of ---- men ; ..................
December 28th “
25,000
houses take up the bills, which are returned ami during his stay here he was busily en-J alternately by both partie:5s, and both parties thought it to be imperious upon them to make a
January
28th
1837,
25,000
dislodged,
, ______
.......... . While matters were thorough investigation, to lay open to the public
protested from the American Houses in Lon gaged in organizing mounted and infantry j alternately
- ‘ for ''the protection
“
’
1
‘'
.......................
of ‘the
frontier
jn this frightful‘ state of victory and defeat, view the whole doings of the Officers of said In
don. No one! has yet commenced proceed ccompanies
making
the
sum
total
of
$75,000
|je a|;inn pe|| vvas mug and the firemen stitution that they might see for themselves and
ings, and at present they confine themselves settlements and for active duty in the field. I| t__
then condemn or acquit them as might seem' to of which sum, November 30th 1836, $15 000
It is the intention of Gen. Jesup, as we ■ rushed to the spot, determined we believe to : them
to a declaration which re-places the meaning
just. It appears from the records that a were deposited in the Globe Bank at Boston,’at a
of the protest. Whilst this lenity is continu learn from a source entitled to credit, to em- I throw cold water upon the fiery valor of the charter for the York Bank at Saco, in the County rate of interest of five per cent, subject U be
ed there will be no bankruptcies, but if rig brace, without farther delay, every favorable reverend belligerents. In the mean time, of York, was granted by the Legislature of this drawn for at. pleasure. December 2Sth 1836
orous measures are adopted the failures will opportunity to bring the Seminóles to un-| however, a strdng party from the police office State, April 1, 1831, to Joseph Leland, Jonathan $17,000 in addition were deposited in the same
conditional submission j and he will, we fur- ; parted the combatants, cleared the church Kiri a-, Roliert Roxrers, George Thatcher, John Bank and on the same conditions. On the 28th
be numerous.”
A Ministerial evening journal says:—“For tber learn, require every soldier to be in lead- an(| closed it. ; very much to the dissatisfac- I Chadwick, Daniel Cleaves, Joseph M. Hayes, of January 1837, an additional sum of $15 000
the last two days there has been a talk of ar iness, to inarch at a moment’s warning to tion of both parties. The clergymen are and John Shepley, with a Capital of $50,000. more was thus deposited, making in all $47,000.
The balance of the $75,000 was taken in specie
rests having been made during the 19th, to any point where he may deem it necessary said to have fought like very Bluchers ; hav- i At a meeting of the corporation July 20, 183i, and
placed in the vaults of the Bank at Saco and
vote was passed accepting said charter, and the
defeat an alleged plot against the life of the to strike a blow, during the summer months, ¡ng their clerical garments torn to rags, and , asarMO
was put into operation September 21st, in Boston to meet any demands for specie which
General Jesup is desirous oi relying princi- one of them retiring with a remarkably bloody
King. Arrests have been made ; but we are
I 1831. all of the aboveirfentioned gentlemen tak they might have. From the origin ofthe Bank
authorized to declare that, up to this evening, pally upon the Floridians, to terminate this nose, received ad ostium eclesice. On the ingstock with the exception of Robert Rogers.
to the present time they have kept but a small
the informations obtained by the authorities Indian war ; and we are pleased with the whole, it is the grossest outrage that has ever
The first Board of Directors consisted of the proportion of specie in their vaults to meet their
spirit
of
chivalry
manifested
by
them
wherev'
occurred
in
this
country,
and
it
is
mortifying
do not give to those arrests that character
: following named gentlemen, viz. Jonathan King, liabilities, but have kept what they term a specie
and degree of seriousness which has been er his wishes have been made known.—The j to record a transaction so deeply disgraceful * John Chadwick, Daniel Cleaves, Ether Shepley, fund in Boston to redeem their bills, receiving
mounted
men
he
intends
for
active
duty
—
¡
to
the
city,
and
especially
to
the
ministers
and Samuel Batchelder. Jonathan King was interest on the same from four to five per cent,
supposed to attach to them.”
The Journal du Havre of the 23d quotes the infantry are for local defence ; and so far, of religion engaged in it. If any of the par chosen President, and Henry S Thatcher, Cash which in the language of the directors, “ ac
an article from a Paris paper, which it does as we are mfoimed, his plans are arranged ticulars here given are exaggerated or errone- ier, both of whom have continued to perforin the counts for their fat dividends" alluded to in the
duties of said offices to the present time. The charges of Mr. Palmer. Should the Banks in
not name, stating that the Mexican govern with the circumspection and care of a brave ' ously stated in any respect, they shall be cor I changes
the Board of Directors since the or- this State generally adopt the principle oftransment has applied to that of France to medi and experienced General, and we hope he rected with greater pleasure than we heregj|Kauizationin of
Bank, will be seen by a refer ferriug their Capital Stock, or in other words
flence to the the
ate between the Mexican republic and our may succeed. But whether successful or give them.—JV. Y. Gazette.
sheet annexed marked A. The their specie funds from the vaults of their Banks
own, respecting the existing matters of dif not, Floridians will do their duty.
[names of original Stockholders together with to those of the Boston Banks and receive interest
ference, and especially the revolt of the TexI The Cemeteries of New Orleans.—A writer the number of shares taken by each individual, therefor, they would undoubtedly be enabled to
From
Florida.
—
The
steam
packet
Florida,
ians.
in the Louisiana Advertiser is endeavoring to as well as al] subsequent alterations up to the declare “ fat dividends but the Commissioners
Advices from New York to the 1st of June Capt. Hebbard, arrived here yesterday from awaken public attention to the Cemeteries of present time will be seen by reference_to docu- are of the opinion that such transactions would
Black
Creek.
—
We
regret
to
learn
from
a
inclusive were received at Havre on the 23d,
that city, which once, as we can bear witness, ments herewith submitted marked B. The Com not be strictly within the letter or spirit of the
correspondent, who is well informed, that were a disgrace to civilization, though we missioners were decidedly of the opinion that 5th section of the Banking law of 1831, whereby
by the Charles Carroll.
The latest accounts from Denmark were, there is no reliance to be placed upon the In cannot say what are their condition now. “ At the stock has been judiciously distributed and is the Directors are requjred upon their oaths to
that the King was dying. There are unfa dians ; that they have no intention of emi this season of the year,” says the Advertiser, now in the hands of sound and responsible per say, “ that its Capital hath been paid in by the
Stockholders of said Bank towards payment for
vorable reports also as to the health of Ber grating. It is believed that the Mickasukeys, “ especially, when the heat is so very exces sons.
At a meeting of the Stockholders January 20, their respective shared, and not for any other
Tallahassees, Tallopees and Indian negroes sive, what horrible consequences may we
nadotte, alias the King of Sweden.
must be exterminated before the Seminóles not anticipate, from the disgusting exposures 1834, a vote was passed to petition the Legisla purpose, and that it is intended to have it thereture for an increase of Capital of $25,000, which 1.’ . in
■ remain as apart 1of'’'Jsaid Capital."
'zwyzcou.v.
From Liberia.—The United States (Phila proper can be removed.
in the grave yards of our city, of the bones was granted ; at a subsequent meeting, SeptemFrom the books of the Bank it would seem
Savannah Georgian, July 22.
delphia) Gazette has received advices from
and flesh of our dead. The persons we call ber 1st, 1834, a vote was passed accepting the I that they have at spndry times discounted notes
thence, which states that a large town be
savages ! (bless the mark,) would treat the same, and also that one half of the increase of: signed by one person only, said person leaving
longing to Furtorah was suddenly seized up
J\/ew Orleans {July Atith.) Straws.—Col. bones of their ancestors with much more res Capital should be taken by the then present other
paper
‘l
...... as collateral' security. In one in*
on by a party of the Big Town people, and Charles Oliver, (whig) and Gen. Isaac pect than we d°> who boast of our superior Stockholders, and the other half by new subscri stance a discount was made on a note signed by
eighty victims captured and marched down to Thomas, (whig.) the first to the Senate, the civilization !—It may be said, that so many bers ; it was thus disposed of at par value. In only one individual, and bills of other Banks ta
Little Cape Mount,* vvlTere they wefeTbarterW(second to the House of Representatives, in persons die here, without any relations, ot April 1836, the Legislature granted them a sec ken as collateral security. On inquiry being
ed to a Spanish slave schooner for goods.
f Louisiana, have been called to fill vacancies connexions, that this is the reason there is sc ond increase of Capital Stock of $25,000, making made the Commissioners were satisfied that in
the whole amount of Capital Stock $100,000 ; every instance in which discounts were thus
Petro Blanch alone, during the last six^j once filled by Van Buren men,
much culpable negligence in the proper the
manner in which the additional increase of made,. the .paper was .perfectly good, yet __
in their
months, has exported from the Gallenas 1800
maintaining of the graves, and the decent pres Capital was disposed of may be seen by sheet opinion such practices are contrary to that por■ slaves, for one of the cargoes of which, arrivIndian Hostilities in West Florida.—Intelli ervation of the grounds. This is really a marked B. it appears from the records of the j tion of the 2d section of the law of 1831, which
i ed at Havana, he has realized $250,000. Two gence has just been received by a gentleman most brutal and silly excuse ; and the crime, Bank, that a dividend, accruing from September j says,“ that no loan shallbe made by any Bank
Í other factories in the Gallenas export about from Marianna, that another battle had taken for vve consider it a great one, redounds on 21st, 1831, to April 1832, was declared of three j upon pledge of its own stock, nor shall any
; an equal number—that is in all 3600 slaves place between the whites and Indians, in ourselves, for we are bitterly punished for our per cent. ; and subsequently they have declared j Bank discount notes, bills of exchange, drafts or
¿»in six months from one place, or 7200 in a which the latter were defeated with severe inhuman neglect. The dangerous miasmata semi-annual dividends of four per cent, with the , other security for the payment ofmoney without
f year—equal to the whole number of emi slaughter—number not ascertained, The i which issue from those places, quickly pol- exception of one dividend of per cent, which | at least two responsible names as principals,
grants sent out by American Colonization So loss on the part ofthe whites was five killed ,' lute the whole city, and impregnate with was declared September 30, 1834, the time of: sureties or endorsers thereon, and for this purthe first increase of Capital Stock, and which ; pose any firm' compo^d of one or more members
cieties. A manual labor school has been es and several wounded.
poison the air that we breathe !
of the nett profits for the previous six are to be considered as one person.
tablished by the Methodist Episcopal church
From all accounts we are led to apprehend
“ Every one knows that the falling of the consisted
Sheet accompanying this report marked F,
on St. Paul’s river, at White Plains,• so narn- s serious difficulties the ensuing fall from the river is looked upon as a harbinger of sick months as well as the reserved profits remaining
on hand from the time the Bank commenced op will exhibit the amount due the Bank at the pe
ed after some eminent patronsin WestchesterS Creek and Black Water bay Indians, who ness and disease, from the quantity of offals eration, excepting a small amount retained to riods therein stated from the time it commenced
county, New York. A stone house ot wor-| are now prowling about the uninhabited;i exposed to the rays of the sun ; the fermenta- provide for subsequent losses arising from the operations to the 3d of July inst. together with
ship6b feet by 44, for theMethodist Episco-j parts of West Florida, near the heads of Es- i tion occasioned thereby disengages the most non-payment of paper not then having arrived at the amount of specie in their vault, the amount
pal church, has been dedicated. The Libe-,
r;k„ cubia and Black Water Bays, to about five j| noxious of gases, and these produce the most maturity, and for such other losses as might oc due them from the Banks in Boston—the aria Herald ridicules the idea of establishing ai hundred strong.
I deadly effects, when taken into the system by cur.
mount of their bills in circulation, and the acollege
as ri
entirely
premature.
There
is. a
The charges preferred by Barnabas Palmer against mount due from the Bank to depositors, from
Creeks are
some V/1ofUJV/0U
those »»UM
who IMi
former. ~
O
ZT
.
~The
-~
v wwuiv
iliui’ j, inhalation ; but, if the banks of the river, and
I
petition
of~ the Sextons of Monrovia, ______
praying
lv
lived
in the
upper
part. of the nation,1 who their dismal deposits, are thus instrumental in the Bank, to which our attention was particularly di- ; which we learn that their funds in Boston to
thaf tnhnnnn
i___
•
.
. .
* 1
’
reeled by the “ Resolve,” have been fully investigat- |
that tobacco may not be chewed in churches.
have been driven out of the country around ! destroying the health, in a tenfold degree are ed, both'by a thorough examination of the books of the i been^mMv inffiXnÌV"
There were five British and one Danish ves us, by the indefatigable Wellborn, and hav the grave yards of New Orleans the fertile cause Bank, and the testimony of its officers, and numerous
y SUk?C‘kent to me4et/n/ demands that
other gentlemen, all of whom gave in their evidence ?°Uld
be expected.
But we regret
sel in the harbor.
ing joined themselves to the hitherto friendly of our fertile epidemics^!—N Y. Express.
under oath, the substance of which may be seen by I ? saY *‘la^ their funds tn Boston cannot at this
tribes about Black Water Bay, are awaiting
reference to sheets marked C, accompanying this Re-j t!me be, converted into specie. The Commis
Commis-
The news from Europe is quite cheering the completion of their crops, to take the
Trouble among the Boston Firemen.—The port.. The Bank was charged by Mr. Palmer with sioners
have no hesitation in saying that the
’
to the city ofNew York, and will anon pro- field with renewed vigor and hostility. Un
keeping
“
in
effect
two
Banking-houses
for
all
the
Boston Fire Department are in a muss, in Keeping vu ejjeci iwo xtanmng-nouses jor au me j Stockholders are perfectly good—the paper disdtwe the happiest effects all over the Union. less some
--------ulcll
measures
are adopted to nip their consequence of an order from the Mayor and purposes of putting bills into circulation and purchas- counted now in the Bank secure, and the Bank
1 be time y arrival of specie from the United 1 enterprise in the bud, our ears will soon be Aldermen requiring them to dispense with
dryzs,
and/edeem/zg-1 itself in every respect as sound as any in the
ofthe Bank.
One of them (he says) is estab- \ Slate.
1
btates at Liverpool and London,—the Shef-7¡stunned.............................................
with their hellish yells, mingled with the services 0/ volunteers under 21 years of bills
lished
by
“
Leno
’
,
at
Saco,
the
other
in
the
character of
.field with 100,000 dollars, bearing promises ofl |he screams of our slaughtered pioneers.
Its situation on the 8th of July instant, was as
It age. To a circular communicating said or an Agent at Kennebunk.’’—The officers of the Bank
ces and sustaining the higM K the duty, and we hope it is the intention of
admit that William Lord of Kennebunk has exchang follows,
Ss'thMt't1Tej| government to grant us aid. Let it come, der, Tiger Co. No. 7, returned an insolent ed money for them and purchased Drafts and Checks Cash,
$83,015 83
answer,
refusing
to
comply.
They
were
ac

on Boston, but deny his being an agent for the Bank. Notes discounted,
142,847 78
would compass every effort to discharge their and quickly. Let the brave Wellborn be set
cordingly
dismissed
from
the
Fire
Depart

From the testimony on this point it appears that he has Deposits at Suffolk Bank,
2,000 00
debts, in spite of the infamous proposition of on their trail, and we pledge our lives on the
ment. This was on Monday afternoon. On
C never received any interest on the checks and drafts
do.
Globe,
25,235 38
the government to swindle the European successful issue of the contest.
by
him
purchased
with
the
bills
of
the
York
Bank
;
Monday evening, meetings were held by
Charles Sprague, Cashier,
10,000 00
creditors, was producing the happiest results
Irwington {Ala.) Herald.
several companies for the purpose of giving at one time he purchased a draft on time, but paid the Contingent,
253 71
in London. No panic was felt,—but little
full amount without deducting interest ; but he con Real Estate,
up their engines. Others were to hold meet sulted the officers of the York Bank, previous to ma
4.427 62
distrust, and a great deal more confidence in
State
of
Maine,
4,500 00
Texas.—An Ohio paper gives the follow ings on Tuesday evening, with a view to the king the purchase and he testified it was his usual
the houses doing business with America.—
100,000 00
information, probably on the authority of same object. The Boston Gazette, whose practice to do so. To what extent a man must trans Stock,
The English Journals, one and all, now un ping
-I
---J
*
1
z.
.
Deposite,
30,516 19
act business for a corporate body in preter to constitute
derstand that the inability of our merchants adventurers from that part of the country, of prepossessions are evidently in favor of the him an Agent, the Commissioners do not pretend to A. Sibley,
1 59
to remit, arose first from the entire derange- the state of affairs in our newly recognized firemen, expresses a belief that every compa decide, but they are nevertheless fully convinced, by J. Campbell, Treasurer,
4,898 08
sister
Republic.
—
Boston
Adv.
ny
in
the
city
will
be
immediately
disbanded:
the testimony touching that point, that the transactions A. Reddington, jr. do.
mect of the Domestic Exchanges of the coun
25,782 26
“ It is understood,” say the editors, “ that the between the Bank and Williatn Lord have neither been Discounts,
[From the Massillon Gazette.]
try by the destruction of their great regulator
1,816 00
within
the
letter
or
meaning
of
the
law,
or
consistent
Mayor
proposes
to
fill
the
places
of
the
dis

Dividends,
56 00
the U.S. Bank, and next, from the folly ofthe
Amongst the thousand manufactured items
with sound banking principles. It will be seen bv Profit and loss,
charged
enginemen,
by
hiring
companies
oi
4,254 27
Specie Circtilar, which uselessly piled up in of intelligence, purporting to come from Tex
sheet
annexed
marked
D.
that
an
account
was
opened
105,956 00
the West the specie that was absolutely ne as, a few, and but a very few, may be relied thirty men each to man the several engines, with him by the Bank. December 3d, 1831, and from Bank Notes,
cessary for business operations in New York. upon. The army has been disbanded until and to pay every member of the Department that time to March 20, 1837, it appears by the books
$544,560 64
the Bank, that he had received of their “ Bills” to
Our “ experiment” upon the currency is uni September, by order of the President. It the sum of fifty dollars per year for his ser of
the amount of $318 ,286 48, without giving any At which time their circulation was $37,251 00
versally hooted at, and all nations will take was wise in the President to give such an or vices.”—Philadelphia Gazette.
security therefor, but he was charged with the and the specie in their vault,
13,685 59
warning from it. Gen. Jackson, who here der, for the army would soon have disband
money from time to time, and the checks, drafts and which corresponds with their situation at other
A gentleman who went west, to look up a current money by him paid in were passed to his credit. times, excepting, that for the last year they have
tofore stood so high in England, is now ed itself without waiting for the sanction of
laughed at for this fatal experiment of his, the Government. The Texian Congress ad lot, after alighting at a tavern and getting The books were frequently balanced as will be seen by kept a greater amount of specie in their vault
transcript of his account with the Bank and the bal than formerly. Their precise situation at differ
winch was in effect a proposition to Barbarize journed
j------ - about the uvgimnug
beginning vi
of uuuc,
June, with- dinner, asked the landlord if the place was aance
carried to new account. The smallest balance at
civilization,—to Mexicanize the United States out doing any thing extraordinary. Sam healthy—if he could get a lot of land cheap— any settlement during that time was $294.60, and the ent periods from their organization to the present
—to make the land of Liberty a Turkey or Houston has become extremely unpopular how many inhabitants there were, and how largest $8,225 51.—-It also appears by the books of time will be seen by an accompanying document
an Egypt.
■
' downfall
*
....... is long the town had been settled. He was the Bank and from the testimony of the Cashier, that marked H. The Directors and Stockholders at
with every body, and Ms speedy
bills delivered Mr. Lord were not at all times reckon no period have had discounts to any considerable
Not only have the Messrs. Browns been expected with certainty. The
The' disorganiza- answered that it was very healthy ; that a ed
in the account of bills in circulation, as they might
; at' the present
their are
' r time
liabilities
uvu ui
me tinny
oeautuui scene certain lot, 25 by 100, could be had for at the time of making their exhibit (for aught The amount
sustained, and Welles & Co. in Paris, but , tion
of the
army win
will create a beautiful
as follows,
there is a probability that the houses of of havoc in the settled parts of the country. $26.000 ; that there were 500 inhabitants, Bank knew) be in the hands of Mr. Lord. Neither
Directors as principal,
$2,400 00
Wildes, Wiggins and Wilson will be lifted The farmers and planters will have a sorry and that the town had been settled jive years was the balance due from Mr. Lord considered in
Surety,
5,161 05
their
exhibits
as
embraced
among
the
general
dis

—
the
gentleman
walked
about
the
town,
up. The American House of Fisher & lime of it. A Mexican invasion could not be
Stockholders as principal,
10,156 00
counts
made
by
the
Bank
;
hence
they
were
not
con

visited
the
graveyard,
and
counted
1600
Brothers, (Quakers) of Liverpool, failed June much worse. All government and law, in
Surety,
9,693 48
sidered as being put in circulation until they weie paid
17th. Their chief business was forwarding Texas, may now be considered virtually at graves! He ordered his bill, packed up, and out by Mr. Lord al Kennebunk, or elsewhere ; there The discounts throughout have been exceedleft the place as speedily as possible.
woollen goods to all parts of the United an end.
fore the Commissioners are irresistibly comj elled to ingly small, and in the opinion of the Commis"
consider such transactions directly contrary to that sioners well distributed.
States. The House of Bolton, Ogden & Co.
For
a considerable
of the 4ih section of the Banking law of 1831. length of time the York Manufacturing Compa
stopped on the 14th. They owe 200,000
The fleet of arrivals that we have had
Notice is given that the Bills of the Frank clause
which says, “ And no loan or discount shall be made, ny were in the habit of drawing money from the
pounds sterling, but show a surplus of 70,000 within the last four days, has furnished us lin at Chepacket, and Arcade Banks in Provi nor shall anij bill or note be issued by the Corporation
pounds sterling. Their embarrassment arose with the latest news, viz : down to the 24th dence, are not received at the Suffolk Bank, or by any person on their account, in any other place Bank upon the checks of their agent, and a note
by two gentlemen in another State for
from corn operations in the United States, of June. All the private letters concur in the Boston. About all the Providence Banks than at said Bank ; and the 12th section of the same signed
was held as collateral security for any
which was shipped in October and Novem belief that a more favorable change had and have now refused to pay tribute to the Suf law says— that every Bank shall be kept in the town in $10,000
sums due from said Company ; the account was
ber last. It is reported that they will resume, would take place. Specie, by almost* every folk, and consequently their bills afe discred which it is, or shall be originally established.
The officers of the Bank testified that since the usually settled once a month and the amount due
and that the want of liberality on the part of arrival, began to pour into England, and the ited in Boston.
20lh of March last, that this kind of business with Mr. paid over in Boston ; this is a manifest departure
their Bankers was the cause of their stoppage. end of the failures in America had reached
Lord had been discontinued, and from the books of the from sound banking principles ; the practice
The House of A. G. Ralston & Co. of Liver there. The news has had a sensible effect
Bank it is evident that he makes deposites there and however has been abandoned by the officers of*
“ Broom Corn,” now cultivated to so prof checks out at pleasure in the same manner as other the Bank, as no money recently has been paid
pool failed on the 14th, Their engagements here. Not only has there been a very con
are said to be 250,000/, but they expect to siderable advance in stocks, but the amount itable an extent in this country, owes its cul depositors.
over in this manner to the agent of said Compa
In regard to the charge made bv Mr. Palmer, ny. The books of the bank appear well, and thehave a surplus of 50,000/. Some of these of business done in them has doubled within tivation to Franklin’s acute mind. A lady in
Houses will, undoubtedly, get upon their feet a few days. The capital that was formerly Philadelphia held an imported clothes’ whisk 11 1 hat the York Bank has evaded the laws respecting officers testified under oath that they presented
circulation of small bills, and the giving unnecessa true and perfect records of all the transactions of*
again, when they receive the remittances employed in buying paper in Wall street, has in her hand, and whilst examining it as a the
ry trouble to holders of their bills who were desirous the Corporation from its origin to the present
novelty, he found a single grain still attached to
which have been sent from this country.
procure specie as a circulating medium below the time. Numerous questions were put to the offi
now to be invested in Stocks or loaned, on to
the stalk ; this he planted and a large and denomination office dollarsf the Commissioners can
New York Express.
bond and mortgage, all of which affords a increasing
article of usefulness has been thus only say, that the evidence upon this point was not cers of the Bank by the Commissioners relative
sensible relief to the money market.
very conclusive. It appeared that about the time the to their official conduct, a copy of which will be
perpetuated
in the United States.
Within a week past over two thousand
law prohibiting the issuing and circulation of one dol seen by reference to documents marked C ; nlso
The last duel in Texas which we have yet
lar bills took effect, “ Kennebunk (to'use the language a variety of other testimony given in by differ
recorded, was one in which an antagonist re passengers have arrived from Europe, most
TAe Broad Street Rioters.—In the case of of the witnesses) was literally flooded with one dollar ent individuals which we do not deem necessary
ceived a severe but not mortal wound in his of whom have been of a good class, and gen
bills of the York Bank which came from Mr. Lord’s to embody in this report. In conclusion, the
wooden leg. A later affray terminated more erally with some means. With very few ex the 13 Irishmen indicted for participating in store,” and so long did they continue in circulation Commissioners would simply remark, that &
ceptions, they all leave for the interior of the the riot in Broad street, before the Municipal there without any apparent diminution, that many
disastrously. A fatal fight was fought at country.
Court, the jury returned a verdict on Fridaj came to the conclusion that by some secret manage more thorough investigation could not have been,
Houston, on the 25th of June, between L. L.
made, and the officers of the Bank very cheer
Freights have rarely been as much de morning of guilty against Barney Faning and ment of the officers of the Bank Mr. Lord received fully
Laurens and Dr. Chancery Goodrich, an asoffered us every facility in the accomplish
new
supplies
;
but
the
testimony
of
the
officers
of
the
sisiant surgeon in the army of Texas. Dr. G. pressed as at present. The ships that arrive John Welch, and not guilty against the other Bank upon this subject was direct to the point, viz. ment ofour purpose.
JONATHAN BURR,
had charged Mr. L. with stealing a large sum must nearly all lay up for two or three eleven, who, of course were discharged.
that the law had not either directly or indirectly ’ ever
MESHACH HUMPHREY,
been violated or evaded by them .
of money from him, and persisted in the truth months at least, until the southern crop be
NATHAN C. FLETCHER.
of the charge. Laurens, from the custom of gins to be sent forward.—Express ofWth, ult.
A change in the proprietorship of the Gos In relation to the giving unnecessary trouble to the
of their bills whenever called upon for specie,
the country, was driven to challenge, which
pel Banner at Augusta, is announced in the holders
Another dreadful Deathfrom a Bull.—The last number of that paper. It will in future be it appeared in evidence that they were called upon by
was accepted. The parties met near the
[The Documents accompanying the report
Palmer and others with a number of their bills,
town of Houston, on the 25th inst. They Scioto (Ohio) Gazette, July 20th, says— published by Messrs. Drew & Berry, the lat Mr.
who requested small specie to be used as change, and
fought with rifles at the distance of sixty-five “ Charles Davies, Esq. a well known, res ter of whom is of this city and one of the to fill up the vacuum which would necessarily follow are, “ A”—the names of the gentlemen eon-,
the suppression of one dollar bills. They refused to stituting the several boards of Directors of theyards ; at the first fire Laurens fell, the ball of pectable farmer of Big Bottom on the Scioto, publishers of the Argus.—Portland Adv.
accommodate them in this respect, but offered to re Institution, since it commenced operations,
his antagonist having entered his right thigh died on Tuesday night, having been dread
deem their bills in specie ; and they have invariably
and passed through his left. Dr. Goodrich fully gored by one of his English bulls on
done
it when requested until the general suspension of Sept. 21st, 1831. “ B”—Names of the orig_
Mr. Nathaniel Mason, of Hampton, N. H
escaped unhurt. The wound of Laurens the Saturday previous.”
specie payments, except in one instance, and then it inal Stockholders, No. of Shares and date of
died
recently
at
that
place,
aged
85
years.
His
was not considered mortal by his physicians,
was sent Io the person demanding it the next day, but ’
feet and legs were frozen when he was at the
subscription.
“ C”—a copy
minutes
■
ij of
-- the
----------but he died next day from mortification and
The Wandering Piper, having finished his age of about 15, and cut off in consequence not in the kind he required of them. Nothing criminhi
ffii4naNir,!
l
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ted
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officer
u
S
of
?
he
Bank
taken
of
the
tes
t
’
mony
introduced
before
the
distress of mind.
piping in America, as he says, gives bis real yet he lived 70 years afterwards, and foi m this particular, yet it would seem that they mant*
.
J
Philadelphia Gazette.
”— Wiltested in some degree an unaccommodating disposition, committee in the investigation. « D
_
....
name as Alexander Ghrame Stuart de Vere.
many years performed considerable labor.
It will be seen by sheet marked E. that the Bank liam Lord in account with thq York Bank
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« E”—a statement of over-issues of the York
the election of Messrs. Howard and McKim
Political Movements.—-A whig conven
was effected by bribery and corruption, and tion, for the county of Kennebec, was held GOODS SUPPOSED TO BE STOLEN.
Bank. “ F”—liabilities and resources of
the most alarming importation of hired, ille
FglHE following articles were taken from a
York Bank.—We have only room to-day for
on the 26th ult. Messrs. John T. P. Dumont JL person, Aug. 3d, on suspicion of hav
SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1837.
gal voters.
the following from Document “ C,” which
Resolved^ That these Conventions regard of Hallowell ; Hiram Belcher of Farmington, ing been stolen, as he had in his possession
WHIG NOMINATION.
explain pretty satisfactorily the cause-of the
it as a sacred duty to publish to the world and Timothy Boutelle of Waterville, were se at the time part of a piece of Broadcloth and
the evidence upon which they found the a- lected as candidates tor Senators, and Daniel money belonging to the subscriber :—
warfare which the Collector ot the Customs
FOR GOVERNOR,
for this District, Mr, Palmer, has waged for EDWARD KEO ofHangor. bove allegation, and to appeal to the House Pike for County Treasurer.—A convention of
1 Broadcloth Coat ;
ot Representatives to invalidate an election
1 pair Pantaloons;
several months back against the York Bank—
whig delegates from the several towns in
secured
by
the
most
palpable
violation
and
1 Vest ;
Maryland Election.-^-The election for abuse of the elective franchise.
an institution which, in the language of the
Somerset county was held at Norridgewock
1-2 Dozen Bead Chains ;
members
of
the
25th
Congress
took
place
in
commissioners, is “ in every respect as sound
The other resolutions made provision for on the 26th. Messrs. Daniel Steward, jr. and
10 Watch Chains ;
as any in the State.”]
Maryland on Wednesday, last week. There carrying into effect the object expressed in
Lot of Breast Pins ;
Cyrus Fletcher were nominated as candi
Lot of Watch Keys and Seals ;
Copy of Isaac Etawy’s testimony as handed are seven congressional districts in the State, the foregoing ; for the appointment of com
dates for the Senate, and Mark S. Blunt for
1 Pistol.
in in writing to the Committee, and
electing eight Representatives. In the first mittees for procuring evidence of illegal votes
County Treasurer. Appropriate and spirited
The owner can have the above Goods by
sworn to—
district, the result is not ascertained—Messrs. and government interference, preparing a
resolutions were adopted by both meetings, proving property and paying charges,
The undersigned had a conversation some
BARAK MAXWELL.
time within the last year with Barnabas .Handy and Dennis (both whigs) were the memorial to Congress, &c. &c.
^and the proceedings of both were characterWells, August 4, 1837.
Palmer, Esq. of Kennebunk respecting cer
tain charges which he (Palmer) had made a- Pearce (whig) is re-elected ;—in the third
More Correspondence.—A correspond ked by the utmost harmony and good feel- PART 3.—STORIES FROM REAL
gainst York Bank on an account of, an al .district, Mr. J. T. H. Worthington, the Van ence between Mr. William Foster, a leading »gLIFE,
leged agency which Wm. Lord held from
A Van Buren County Convention, for
ESIGNED to teach true independence
Van
Buren
anti-mason,
and
Mr.
John
Q.
Ad

Buren
candidate,
is
chosen
;
—
in
the
fourth
the York Bank to exchange and distribute
and domestic economy. THE HAR
Somerset, held at Norridgewock on the 14th
their bills, and otherwise transact business district,—Baltimore and Annapolis cities and ams, has been published recently. We ex inst., nominated James H. Gower of Green
COURTS, illustrating the benefit ot re
for them.,
trenchment and reform. By a Lady. Just
Anne Arundel county,—¿Messrs. Howard and tract two or three paragraphs, from Mr. Ad
The undersigned remarked to Mr. Palmer McKim (V. B.) are re-elected ;—in the fifth ams’ letter, which will be found perfectly ville, and Samuel Dagget of New Vineyard, published.
For sale by
that he regretted the course he was taking to
D. REMICH.
characteristic of the writer. The ex-Presi- for State Senators, and Arthur Spaulding of
district,
the
result
is
not
yet
ascertained,
—
wards the York Bank, that in regard to Mr.
Kennebunk, August 5, 1837.
Norridgewock for County Treasurer.
dent
is
no
party
man
most
assuredly
—
he
Lord’s connexion with York Bank he knew Messrs. Kimmel and Johnson (both whigs)
NOTICE.
~
nothing about it—but that the York Bank in were the candidates ;—in the sixth district, wields a two edged weapon and lays about
Some of our exchange papers caution the
this community was regarded as a sound, Mr. Thomas (V. B.) is re-elected ; in the 7th him without favor or affection.
rglHIS may certify that I have given to my
public against the bills of the “ Essex Bank” A son, Sanborn B. Carter, his time,
well conducted Institution—that it was in its
“ We are now in the midst of a national
business operations connected with all clas district, Mr. Jenifer (whig) is re-elected. bankruptcy—occasioned by the insolvency of — Vermont. The bank has a large amount and he, therefore, has a right to act and trade
ses and political parties in this vicinity, and The delegation from Maryland, therefore, in multitudes of individuals. We are now told )f notes in circulation, it is said, and no cap- for himself.
DANIEL CARTER.
that whatever injuriously affected our two the next Congress, will be equally divided— »that all the Banks in the United States have ¿al, “ except the notes of the stockholders for
Sanford, July 29, 1837.
banks would be sensibly felt, by us all, and’ four whigs and four Van Buren men having suspended specie payments—and what is the $2000” ! I—The Argus says the “ Oxford
particularly that portion of us engaged in ac
ure
been returned.—The average Van Buren suspension of specie payments but setting County bank” is about to go into operation,
tive business.
ROtfWS GALLONS Pure Winthe
laws
of
property
at
defiance
?
If
the
Mr. Palmer remarked, in substance, that majority in the fourth district was 251 votes, President and Directors of a Bank have is he charter (which was not organized within
ter Strained Sperm Oil.
he felt no hostility toward the York Bank, its showing a whig gain of 349 votes since the sued a million of bills promising to pay five he time prescribed by law,) having fallen in2000 gallons Bleached do.
Stockholders or Directors, but, if the Direct congressional election in 1835, when the same dollars to the holder of each and every one o the hands of a company consisting princi
500 “ Pure Fall do.
ors saw fit to make an agent of that damned
500 “ Pure Summer do.
of them, the suspension of specie payments pally of gentlemen from New York, who
gentlemen
received
a
majority
of
600.
The
scoundrel, Bill Lord, to exchange money for
The subscriber having established a Facto
is, by one act, the breach of one million of
them, and otherwise to transact business for administration party resorted to the most reck promises. What is this but fraud upon every nave chosen their officers, &c. and are about ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
them contrary to banking principles, he in less measures* to secure the success of their holder of their bills ? And what difference is o issue bills. The ¿Argus is of opinion that as article constantly for sale at the Factory in
tended to follow them until the whole sub candidates, who are very popular and very there between the President and Directors of he charter has expired, the institution can Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
ject was probed to the bottom.
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal
such a Bank, and the skilful artist, who en
The above is about all the conversation be wealthy men. We learn from the Baltimore graves a bank bill, a fac simile of the bill lave no legal existance.
to any manufactured in the United States.
tween us, which was very brief and of rather Chronicle (and the statements are confirmed signed by the President and Directors, and
ALEX. H. LADD.
a casual character, it was held with all the by other Baltimore journals,) that
(T/^The publication of “ The World,” in
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf.
saves them the trouble of signing it, by doing
freedom and frankness which has distin“ It has been charged, and is not denied, it for them ? The only difference that 1 Yew York, which was suspended for a few
THE CLERK’S GUIDE,
guished our personal and political relations that
a large number of persons who had been can see in the two operations is, that the ar weeks, has been resumed. It is published
R Commercial Correspondence ; com
for a long series of years.
tist gives evidence of superior skill and supe svery Sunday morning, eight pages quarto,
in
the
employ
of
the
Government,
arrived
in
prising
letters of business, forms of
Signed,
Isaac Emery.
Baltimore on Tuesday and Wednesday, from rior modesty. It requires more talent to at S3 per annum.
bills, invoices, account sales, and appendix,
Biddeford, July 8, 1837.
Washington, all of whom, beyond doubt, vo sign another man’s name than one’s own ;
containing practical remarks and useful hints
Testimony of Joseph W. Leland, Esq. County ted for the Van Buren Ticket. Some of and the counterfeiter does at least his work
The Van Buren journals are chuckling over to young men about to enter upon the active
Attorney.
these may have been legal residents of Balti in the dark, while the suspenders of specie
pursuits of life, on the choice of a shop, fire
Mr. Leland testifies that sometime the more—but the greater portion, unquestiona payments brazen it in the face of day, and the fact, that a steamer called the “ Nick Bid insurance, want of capital, credit given and
past season Mr. Palmer was in the habit of bly, were not entitled to their suffrage here. laugh at the victims ami dupes, who have dle” was snagged near Vicksburg, on the 15th taken, purchase of stock, cash purchases,
going to the York Bank and bringing thereto In the first and second wards, the crew of put faith in their promises.
ult. and several of her passengers drowned. civilty to customers, regularity and order, en
“ You ask what is to be the remedy for
bills of said Bank and- demanding specie the Revenue Cutter and the workmen at the
They
appear to regard it as an omen of good gagements, punctuality, artificial credit, spec
therefor—1 saw him a number of times when Lazaretto voted to a man for the Van Buren this state of things ? There are two reme
ulation, friends and relations, agreements,
he was over for that purpose and stated to Ticket. The persons employed on the new dies, both of which may be practicable. One to the party !
bankruptcy, retiring from business, rules for
him that 1 regretted he was taking this 'Custom house voted, almost without excep is, that the Congress of the United States
young shopkeepers, equation of payments,
shotdd exercise its powers to regulate the
course as the effects were to make the Bank tion, the same way.
When a man comes to the determination commercial terms, &c. By B. F. Foster,au
call upon its debtors for a larger check than
“ In these and other manifestations, the currency ; but they must do this (which they to stop his paper as a means of retrenching thor of a Treatise on Book Keeping, Elemen
they otherwise would, and also that while hand of the government was most clearly will not) without consulting Banks, their expenses in hard times, we always consider tary Copy Book, the art of Rapid Writing il
every one was pushing in their bills for spe discernible. They doubtless appreciated the Presidents and Directors. The Legislatures it is a gone case with him. It is a pretty lustrated. Price 75 cents.
cie payment, that they would not and could importance of the election, and were resolv of New York and Virginia have already sure sign of desperation.—Did you ever, in
For sale by
D. REMICH.
not make discounts—I was myself somewhat ed to carry it all hazards.— We know that shown what the Presidents and Directors of all your life, hear or read of a man who as
Kennebunk, Aug. 5, 1837.
indebted to the Bank at that time, and am the deepest solicitude was felt at Washington Banks w\W advise. And the proposal of the cended the ladder from poverty to wealth
now, and I was desirous of renewing my pa in reference to the result, and have no doubt President of a broken bank in Charleston, without his newspaper P We presume such
Sheriff’s Sale.
per if possible without paying large checks. that an attempt will be made to represent it South Carolina, to begin with an amendment, a case never was heard of. Let the people
York ss....June 27th, 1837.
1 stated these facts to Mr. Palmer, and he as the verdict of enlightened public senti to the Constitution granting powers to Con then look at the^aci, draw the just inference
have taken on Execution and will be sold
said, in reply, he cared nothing about York ment, in favour of measures of the adminis gress, which have already been granted to from it, and as they would save themselves
at Public Auction, on Wednesday, the
them,
and
which
they
have
twice
exercised
Bank, and had no fault to find with them, tration, proposed or to be proposed, upon the
from absolute bankruptcy, let them consider
16th
day of August next, at II o’clock in
to
the
benefit
of
the
nation,
is
an
insult
at
were it not for that damned Bill Lord, who currency question. We are aware that, up
well before they come to the fatal conclusion forenoon, at the store of Libbey & Wood, in
managed for them at Kennebunk—he made on this point, our opponents have the advan once to our understandings and upon our to stop their paper.—Augusta Banner.
Lebanon in said County, all the right, title
this remark to me a number of times, and al tage. They may, and no doubt will, point to misfortunes.
“ As little do I relish his other proposal of This is the season for gathering rnost and interest, and all the right in equity of re
so said that the Bank had let Mr. Lord have their vote, and ask thatfi be received as the
demption which John Hardison, of the
a large quantity of small bills just prior to the test and declaration of Public opinion. Not a general convention of broken Bank Presi kinds of field herbs. Better spend an after- City and County, and State of New Yorlc,
time when their circulation would have been less, to say the least, than nineteen twentieths dents and Directors to enlighten Congress; noon during this pleasant weather in gath- had at the time of the attachment on the
prohibited by Statute, for the purpose ofi^ (of the clear and sober judgment, the real un- Avriu their advice ; a convention of bankrupts ^ering herbs then run an hour in a snow original writ, to redeem two parcels of Real
their being put into circulation. In answer sophisticated, unbought, and independent to teach Congress reverence for the obliga storm when some of your family are sick, Estate in Lebanon, in said county, contain
to interrogatories by the committee, he stat opinion of this community was, in the last e- tion ofcontracts, and how to make nothing begging them of your neighbors.
ing sixty acres more or less.
ed, that he had been in the habit of having lection, given against them, in the vote. A but gold and silver a tender for the payment
Bangor Meeh, Far.
—also—
of
debts
1
—
of
all
the
remedies
for
existing
discounts at the York Bank, but never gave large number of the persons that gave to’
All the right of said Hardison to redeem
evils
the
last
I
would
resort
to
would
be
a
It is said, and we believe upon pretty good said Real Estate by virtue of a bond or con
directly nor indirectly a greater rate of inter them their majority are not, at this hour,
est than the law allows therefor, and he has when we write, in this city, or in this Con- spurious coin from the mint of nullification. authority, that sowing dry lime on wheat tract, in writing, from Samuel Pray, and to
“ The other remedy which I believe prac fields when the wheat is in blossom, is a pre fulfil the condition of said bond or contract.
no knowledge of any other persons paying gressioual District. Having performed the
them more than the law allows, nor does he work for which they were brought here, they ticable is that of Solon—a spunge upon the ventive against the wheat fly. The lime
((/^Conditions at the Sale.
believe they have ever done any thing of wave vanished, to reinforce, perhaps, in some account of debtor and creditor—wipe out all should be sowed while the dew is on.
G. C. WALLINGFORD, D. Sheriff.
Merchant and Farmer.
the kind.
t tother quarter, the cohorts of the administra- old scoresand begin again. This is the hard
July 1.
Ppn, thinned and weakened by the desertion money system, and so faras I can judge, it
New Wheal.—A parcel of new wheat (the
NOTICE.
Maine, they say, will raise wheat enough of those who had followed them through a is the essential system of the present admin
not only for her own consumption but for ex thousand conflicts, but who refused to be istration—is to detach the government from first which has reached this market) was re qpHIS day were impounded in the town
all
banking,
and
deal
in
nothing
but
the
pre

ceived yesterday by Messrs. Wm. McDo JL Pound in York, by Jeremiah McIntire,
portation. This is gratifying news, and there found longer fighting under the lead of men
are other gratifying indications in that State. who had proved themselves the enemies of cious metals. If Mr. Van Buren is made of nald & Co. from the Rappahanock. It sold of said York, eighteen sheep, viz : ten old
rstufFto go through with thisoperation, I wish for $1 75 per bushel—a price Vvhich is cer ones and eight lambs. Four of said sheep
Her political harvest is in a fair way of being their country.”
The Van Buren presses announce the him well out of it ; but he will want other tainly very encouraging to the wheat grower. have the top of the left ear cropped and a
as prosperous as that of her agricultural.—
Baltimore Pat.
swallow’s tail in the right with a notch in the
She is discarding her ruinous speculations in result of this election in staring capitals and co-operators than the Legislatures of Newunder edge of the same ; two have a notch
the lumber lands of the democracy,” and with the imposing captions of “ Glorious York and Virginia ; and other advisers than
presidents
or
directors
of
broken
banks,
or
When Amos Kendall was before the Com in each ear ; one has the top of the left ear
turning to the more profitable cultivation of
land
jobbers
upon
loans
from
deposite
banks.
Victory
”
—
“
Democracy
Triumphant,
”
&c
mittee of Congress last winter, Mr. Wise cropped, a swallow’s tail, and notch in the
sound principles. Instead of raising Jarvises
I think of this as I thought of the dry dock asked him a series of questions implicating upper edge of the right ; one has both ears
and Smiths and such worthless trumpery, al &c. Now the Van Buren party in Maryland gun
boat,
restrictive
anti-navy
system
of
Mr.
Mr. Forsyth and other officers of government split with the lower point cut off the left.
together unfit either for home consumption hold their own and nothing more—the dele
Jefferson. It cost the nation a terrible war in a scheme to get Indian reservations of Two, together with the lambs, are not mark
or for exportation, she is about to send to gation from that State in the last Congress to
be delivered of that, but the nation was ef land for a quarter of their value, thus cheat ed.—-Said Sheep were taken up in the enclo
Washington some excellent whig members
of Congress by way of substitute. Is it the was equally divided as it will be in the next fectually cured of its hydrophobia, The war ing the Indians, whom they were bound in sure of said Jeremiah McIntire. The owner
opinion of any body about Portland that there Messrs, Howard, McKim and Thomas (V was a drastic purge, but it effectually work good faith to protect. The committee refu or owners are requested to pay what is justly
is any thing libellous in this language of B.) were members of the last Congress and ed its cure. I fear that our present ban k- sed TO PUT THE QUESTIONS TO M R. KeN- demandable and take them away.
ruptcy will need a still more violent conrse dall ! ! and one of the members of the
CALEB EASTMAN, Pound Keeper.
ours ?-X T. Gaz.
are re-elected. The district which has now of alternatives, but the cure will come when Committee who voted against putting the
York, June 16,1837.
the
people
are
prepared
to
receive
it.
They
A word from the wise.—In conversation, a returned Mr. Worthington, was represented are certainly not so now—they will most questions was GORHAM PARKS, who is
Commissioners’ Notice.
few days since, with a gentleman high in the by Mr. Turner, in the last Congress, who, al probably not be so during the remnant of my now offered to us as a candidate for Chief
HE subscribers having been appointed
confidence of the Jackson-Van-Buren party, though not an ultra administration man, is noi term of life—I hope you will live to witness magistrate of the State of Maine.
by the Hon. William A. Hayes, Judge
Kennebec Journal.
and who has been one of the leaders of that a whig—but a sort of “ milk and water” po and enjoy the convalescence.
of Probate for the County of York, Commis
party, we were told that the only barrier to litician. He declined a re-election, and a
Forgive the freedom with which I have
sioners to receive and examine all the claims
HYMENEAL.
the success of the whig cause at the last
answered your letter, and believe me to be,
of the several creditors of the estate of
presidential election, was the want of concert more violent partizan has taken his place. with great respect,
MARRIED—In Thomaston, by the Rev. Mr.
JOSEPH LITTLEFIELD, 6th,
arid union among themselves. And he went The district has been a Jackson strong hold.
Your friend and servant,
. Woodhull, Hon. John Holmes of Alfred, to Mrs. late of Kennebunk, in said county, yeoman,
so far as to give it as his settled conviction, It is difficult to determine why the Van Bu
J.Q. ADAMS.” J Caroline F. Swan, youngest daughter of the represented insolvent, and six months having
that if the whigs of the north, and south, ren men shout so lustily over this result!
rlate General Henry Knox.
been allowed said creditors for bringing in
and south-west wotild act in harmony and uW
eighty
A
rguments
.
—
The
Van
Buren
their claims and proving their debts, notice
nison at the coming presidential election, unless, feeling that they deserved defeat, they
OBITUARY
is hereby given that we shall attend to the
they would carry the day by an overwhelm hardly dared hope, prior to the election, that papers are publishing, in small capitals, ex
DIED—In Kennebunk-port, on the 25th ult. service assigned us, at the house of Barak
ing majority. This is the candid acknowl the desperate efforts of their friends would tracts from the “ London (England) Banker’s
Kimball, in said Kennebunk, on the second
edgment of a shrewd politician. Let the result in the success which attended them ; Circular,” and from an editorial article in the Alice Lavjnia, oldest daughter of Silas and Monday
in November next, from 10 o’clock
E
liza
A.
P
erkins
,
aged
3
years
and
4
months.
whigs of the union profit by it.
Liverpool (Eng.) Mail, which say, in sub In Hollis, Mr. Ichabod Horn, aged 55 years.
in
the
forenoon
to 5 in the afternoon of said
or
perhaps
they
are
endeavoring,
by
raising
a
Portland Daily Cour.
In Saco, Miss Eveline E. Richardson, eldest day.
tremendous outcry about this escape at the stance, that the late United States Bank pos daughter
of Mrs. L. Richardson, aged 16 years.—
PAUL STEVENS,
Madawaska.—The Bangor Post says, that west, to divert the attention of their readers sessed a powerful political influence,—and Mary Ann McKenny, aged 2 years and 10
SAMUEL JEFFERDS.
these
disconnected
remarks
of
joreign
writers
the ¿Major Genera] of the Third Division of from the defeat which they have so recently
months.
Kennebunk, June 14, 1837.
In Alfred, 8th ult. Mr. John Griffin, aged 61
the Maine Militia, is now on the road to sustained in the eastern district in our State, are republished here, by the “ exclusive dem
years
;
—
a
native
of
Deerfield,
N.
H.
Frederickton accompanied by his Aid—
Tan Yard for Sale.
ocratic republican” journals, as evidence
whither he has been ordered to demand the hitherto one of their strong-holds.
that
the
whig
party
is
undeserving
the
sup

release of Mr. Greeley.
SHIP NEWS.
HE subscriber offers for sale the TAN
UJ^The papers by yesterday morning’s port of the people ! ! Verily, our opponents
YARD at Sanford Corner, recently
KENNEBUNK,
AUGUST 5, 1837?
Horrid and Fatal Accident.—Yesterday af mail bring us additional returns from the must be hard pushed for arguments to sustain
occupied by Stephen & Thomas Dorman.
ternoon, while a man named Slater, a rigger first and fifth districts—in the former, John their tottering cause, if they can find none
arrived.
Connected with the Yard are, a Bark House,
by profession, was engaged at work near Mr. Dennis is chosen by a large majority over his more apposite than the imported paragraphs
Aug. 2—Sch. Nile, Ward, Boston.
Bark Mil), Rolling Machine and nearly one
Mercer’s wood whar.f, on the Delaware, on competitor, and in the latter, William Cost
MEMORANDA.
acre and a half of Land, with a good build
which
they
publish
with
so
much
form
and
Saco, Joly 26.—Ar. schs. Enterprise, Gillpat- ing spot for a House. It will be sold low.
the mainmast of a schooner, about twenty
rick, Boston ; ¿Mercator, Smith, do. ; Delaware,
feet from her deck, the ropes gave way by Johnson is elected by a majority of 139 votes. ceremony.
JOHN SKEELE.
Waite,
Philadelphia ; 28th, schs. Elizabeth, Leav
Much excitement prevails among the
which he was holding, and he fell to the
Sanford, June 20, 1837.
itt,
Boston
;
Phaeton,
Pike,
do.
;
29th,
sch.
Eagle,
ff/^The
publication
of
the
“
Maine
Month

foot of the mast, striking in his fall the pump whigs in the fourth district, in regard to the
Pike, Lynn.—Sailed 27th, schs. Agricola, Gor
of the schooner. We learn that he was lit course pursued by the administration party ly Magazine”at Bangor, has been discontin don, Boston ; Messenger, Leavitt, do.; 28th, sch.
LIME.
erally impaled on the handle of the pump ;
HOMASTON LIME, kept constantly on
ued, for the present at foast, and its list of Delaware, Waite, Portland.
at
the
recent
election.
A
large
and
spirited
his brains were dashed out on the deck,—
hand and for sale by
subscribers transferred to the “ Portland Tran Ar. at Boston, 31st ult. brig Export, Morrill,
and his quivering heart was exposed to view, meeting has been held in Baltimore since the
O. M. WHITE & Co.
Cadiz, June 7.
script
”
an
ably
conducted
literary
journal,
of
as he lay in the death-agony. Of course, his election, which was ably and eloquently ad
Kennebunk-port, May 25, 1837.
Cid. at New Orleans, July 18, ship Rulhelia,
which Dr. C. I. Illsley is editor and propri Thompson, Liverpool.
sufferings were brief. He died instantane
ously,—and has furnished an awful addition dressed by several gentlemen. A series of etor.
Cid. at Baltimore, 25th June, brig Persever
Journeyman "Wanted.
to the unusual list of casualties which it has resolutions was adopted unanimously. Aance, Burnham, Texas.
The “ Eastern Baptist” establishment, at
At. Ponce, July 11, brig Overmann, Gould,
of late been our melancholy duty to record. mong them were the following, the reading
ANTED immediately a Journeyman at
from New York for Turks Island, few days.
Philadelphia Gaz.
the Shoe business—-on Morocco
of which was followed by reiterated and Brunswick, Me. is offered for sale, “at a great At Liverpool, 22d June, brig George, Wise,
bargain to the purchaser,” the publisher be dis.
work—a first rate workman. Apply to
deafening
cheers
:
—
Mississippi has instructed her representatives
JAMES L. COLE.
Resolved, That it is the deliberate and u- ing obliged to relinquish the business in con Sailed from the Clyde, 15th June, bark Augus
in Congress to procure the annexation of Texas
Wells,
(Cole
’
s
Corner,)
July 15,1837.
ta,
Blaisdell,
Cadiz.
sequence
of
ill
health.
nanimous opinion of these Conventions, that
to the United States as soon as. practicable.
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N LOW SPIRITS
SPIRITS-Low
gestion and Bilious disorders, Costiveness, or I
—Low spirits is fs
A REMARKABLE CÜRÊ Of?
Diarrhoea, Scorbutic and scrofulous erup-vJ? certain state of the mind accompanied
10, Penhallow-street,
J
tions. It is also for sale by most of the ; by indigestion,
wherein
the greatest
evils evil»
are uiiJ
i by indigesuuu,
vviicicin
the giudtuSi
Portsmouth, (JV. H.}
O’The following exquisito effusion on Fame,
BY THE USE OF
agents for Dr. Holman’s Medicines,
L
., -1__ ' f upon
o the slightest grounds, and
I
apprehended
AS
prepared
and
constantly
on
hand
is from a late English periodical. It is to be re
RHEUMATIC LINI
’
Ancient DR. JEBB’S
following named persons are agents J the worst consequences imagined.
gretted that the name of the writer is encircled
and for sale, wholesale and retail, the forThe
the
above
named
medicines.
In
New
L
”
’
;
medical
writers
supposed
this
disease
to be
MENT.
’mid the gloom which modest merit often loves
following Medicines :—
to spread around itself, notwithstanding the ar NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam- confined to those particular regions of the abRiver; Uri Lamper, Hampton ; Up-'! domen, technically called hypochondria,
dent aspirations after posthumous fame, which is
Copy of a Letter ! !
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled prey River
Plains ; James • which are situated on the right or left side of Charlestown, (Mass.) June 23, 1827.
hankered after by most of those who court the for the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep ham & Berry, Rochester Plains;
muses.
Fogg,
Ossipee
;
Wm.
Gault,
Concord
1;
Win.
that
cavity,
whence
comes
the
name
hyposia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions
To the Proprietor of Dr. Jebb's Liniment,
To die, and leave behind
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, North & Co., Great Falls, Somersworth ; chondriasis.
Dear Sir—I deem it a duty I owe to
Nought of surviving fame,
John
H.
Wheeler,
Asa
A.
Tufts,
JJovqr
;
I
!
SYMPTOMS.
—
The
common
corporeal
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans- •
suffering humanity, to acquaint you, and
Of the divine, creating mind
John
R.
Red'
symptoms
are,
flatulency
in
the
stomach
or
!
Dr.
W.
Norwood,
Exeter
;
.
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in ..— „
Vd ,"
, tz .... ,v 1 ,
.»
---- .
No trace, no single name ;
JL-iaVdimi ?; Elder ..Guy Weekly, -------------UUlTUiO}
UUiVU
li V Cl J VOÖJ
the side, stomach and breast, colds and mg, .Haverhill
Keenebowels,
acred eruetattons, WO
costiveness,
spas- through you the public, (should you think
To know no deed, no word,
In
Massachusetts,
by
H.
Haselton,
Havermoclic
pains,
giddiness,
dimness
of sight, pal- best) of the unexpected and surprising cure
coughs of long standing, hoarseness, shortOur memory to restore,
' '3 ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street, pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing performed on myself by the use of the aness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which ' hill
But when gone, there shall be heard
’rtims i Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, the attention upon any subject of importance bove most excellent Medicine.
I have
Of us no mention more.
is frequently the effect of disease. Its*vi
.1........
Nay, mock not that thou hear’st me sigh,
surpass any thing heretofore known in re I Wm. Brown, Washington st. and Geo. M. or engaging in anything that demands vigoji’ been for more than thirty years, and some
My friend ' this is indeed to die.
moving Si. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have I Mead, Union st. Boston. In Maine, by Dr. or courage. Also languidness—the mind bti- times most severely,afflicted with the Rheu
irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
been known to cure this afflicting disease, al
But to live on and on,
ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ;? ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with h matism ; have been fiequenlly rendered per
ter
having
baffled
every
exertion
for
foul
Among the great and good,
fectly helpless, and in consequence confined
years. It has a most powerful influence iiL Elder Henry Frost, Cornville ; William, total derangement of the nervous system.-4Eternal station to have won
' Spring, Calais ; Capt. James Albee, St. Ste-! The mental feelings and peculiar train <|f to my bed, when it has required two per
removing
nervous
complaints.
It
is
pleasant
Mid that high brotherhood ;
.... ”’l Jackson, ;•*.
vens •; ’ c
Sam
jr. & Co. Belfast;; ideas that haunt the imagination and oven- sons to move me, being in such extreme
to take and in its operation so much so, thai 1! —
Deep in the hearts of men
Cape
Neddick ; Samuel whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite dr- pain ; I have several times been under the
Samuel
Adams,
<
it
may
be
administered
to
the
infant
will!
Enshrin’d to be,
To shine a beacon to the ken
safety.
! Sawyer, Ogunquit ; Capi. Wm. Gooch, versity. The wisest and best of meu are as care of the most eminent physicians, but
Directions for receiving this or any other Wells; D. REMICH, Kennebunk; Olivei . open to this affliction as the weakest.
Of far prosperity ;
procured only temporary relief. I one day
•
Who would not days for ages give ?
of.....................
the following named' medicines
accomi Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Ger-1 TREATMENT.—The principal objects oT noticed the advertisement of Dr. Jebb’s Lin
,
jlvvv
.
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_
____
7
.
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.....
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are,
to
remove
indigestion
and
Who would not die, such life to live ?
rish,
Shapleigh
;
Rev.
E.
Baker,
Alfred
;
Johntreatment
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates i t l
*. ... 1
___ __
C? L,. I /I nil
I ofpanirthoj
iment, with the testimonials accompanying
of the efficacy of this medicine have been rei! Skeele,i, Sanford
--------- Corner
------- ,: Shelden Hobbs, i strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir| it, and was induced to try a bottle, which I
What idle words are theirs,
• - from J the
- -Rev. Mr.
-- George
~
T_.
L; Enoch’ Goodale, Saco;
°
its, which may be promoted by exercise, eat; •
ceived
Storrs,
a
{North^^
Berwick^;
Who bid us bind our powers
Brunswick
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the. ;j Wm. Winslow,, 2
----------- , ; James Bowman,. ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant conj used without much sensible benefit. I con
To passing pleasures, present cares,
Hjranriuer ,; Tappan
j «ppuii og
~ ---- 'i versation. The bowels (if costive) being care cluded, however, to persevere, and bought
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church ¡'Gardiner
& uauu,
Ladd, xrug»«»
Augusta“ ,; Jesse
Brief as the fleeting hours ?
Norridgewalk
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of Taylor,
m
" ; THanscomb
'
.... & Quim-» fully regulated by the occasional use of i another bottle, and was greatly relieved,
So deemed not they I ween,
We know nothing bette- and by the use of half the third bottle, was»
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. Hi by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton., mild aperient.
The great of other days,
Q^/^All directions signed in the hand wri-J calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wn wholly cured, and have never since had a
Whoso brows still wear the living green,
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes^
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
Whose lamps still brightly blaze ;
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouthf ting of the proprietor.
tain in their operation. The bowels being return of the pain, which I had not been free’
So deemed not they, who struck the lyre
Sept. 19, 1836.
_____________ tf
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
With Milton’s truth, with Homer’s fire.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomilj from a month at a time for thirty years, and
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and antif it is now more than three years since 1 was5»
ffrugs
Medicines
j
FaintS\
here are as credible, respectable and compel
No ! from a fount divine
spasmodic)
are an infallible remedy, and cured. I would most earnestly advise eve
Stuffs
O-roce:
tent witnesses as any persons in this commu
These restless longings come—
without dispute have proved a great blessing ry person suffering under this painful com
nity. Also from the Hon. Judge Burgin, of
ries.
This hope in honored light to shine
to the numerous public.
plaint, not to despair ofa cure so long asAllenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of
Above the cold, dark tomb ;
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East "O RY A NT & WARREN have just receiv-j Some physicians have recommended à they can obtain “ Dr. Jebb’s Liniment?’’
Oh ! when from life I part,
free
use
of
mercury
but
it
should
not
be
re
Let me not wholly die ;
Cambridge, Mass, and several other as re JlS ed a new supply of the above articles,;
You are at liberty to make any use of this
Still with sweet song to charm the heart,
spectable persons.
: which they will sell on as good terms as can sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly agì as you may think advisable.
gravate
the
symptoms.
Or raise with musings high ;
be
purchased
short
of
Boston
—
among
which
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
.
Most respectfully, vours,
Still live in the remembered line—
HE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be dej
This Ointment stands at the head of all are—
CALEB SYMMES.
Oh ! might this glorious mood be mine.
remedies for the following diseases which;
The genuine Lees’ Pills ; Dean’s Rheu-J
nied that whilst many medicines
To the foregoing testimony, many other
human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheumatism, mafic do. ; Smith’s Botanic do.—an excel- which are recommended to the public, have
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,, lent remedy for costiveness, pain and dizzi-‘ not even the negative merit of harmlessness:, unquestionable proofs might be added, in
PROBATE NOTICE
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand? ness in the head, indigestion, cold and foul; there are others which it would be great in: favour of the superior Liniment of Dr. Jebb.
dlt a Court of Probate held at Limerick, with ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff i stOmach ; Morrison’s Hygean do., highly rec justice indeed, and suicidal prejudice to in| Nothing but a fair trial, which the proprie
in and for the County of York, on the first joints limber by producing a healthy muscu-J omrnended.
__________ Brandreth’s Vegetable Universal; volve, untried, in a common condemnation;' tor confidently solicits, can give an adequate
Monday of July, in the year of our Lord lar action.
I p;i|
s. fldesigned
RSiin
Pills,
for the purification of the; And when a medicine cornes endorsed with' idea of its unrivalled efficacy, in mitigating,
eighteen hundred and thirty-seven, by the Hon.
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses.- blood ; Holman’s Restorative, Bone Oint all the great names that have adorned the and thoroughly mastering, the excruciating
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed- ment, Vegetable Powdersand Elixir ; Smith’s' annals of the medical profession, and war
H EBE BRAGDON, named executrix Breasts in females if applied in its early stage, Restorative ; Foster’s Egyptian Bahn of Life, ranted by the seal and signature of long and disease, to which it has been successfully ap
in a certain instrument purporting to prevents suppuration or matter forming, and —a specific for consumption, great bodily de uniform success, its proprietor makes no un-, plied in a multitude of cases. The opera
be the last will and testament of Samuel
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. bility, old and firmly rooted coughs, Indiges- • seasonable demand upon the public confi? tion of the Liniment is often immediate; and
Bragdon, late of Kennebunk, in said county, Certificates of this fact could be given if ne-' lion and Bilious Disorders, &c. We have | deuce, when he claims for it a superior con-fi it has frequently cured rheumatic affections
yeoman, deceased, having presented the cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub many evidences in relation to the efficacy and I sideration.
< of years standing, in four and twenty hours.
same for probate :
lic with the full assurance that it far excels salutary effects produced by the Egyptian | The
__ CAMOMILE
___________ _______________
PREPARATION of"
_ It is also recommended with confidence, as
ORDERED-That the said executrix give the opodeldocs and liniments of the present Bahn of Life. Also, Foster’s Nerve Oint- | Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to thi^
notice to all persons interested, by causing a day, for thezabove diseases.— A trial is only ment,—a remedy for Sprains, Bruises, ^enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au-i one of the best applications known for
copy of this order to be published three weeks wanted to give it the decided preference to Cramps, Rheumatism, Contracted Nerves, tthority in existence
—-- -condemns
—
—----* stiffness of the joints, numbness, sprains,
it, every
medi-l
successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, print every thing else. Many physicians of em &c. ; Tooth Ache Drops,—a cure for this ¡cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,f; and chilblains.
ed at Kennebunk, that they may appear ata inence have used this ointment and extol its distressing malady ; The German Ointment, jfreely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues
Price 50 cents, with directions.
Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, in merits.
for the cure of the Piles ; Dr. Marshall’s Ca •and that the latter should do so in opposition^
said county, on the first Monday of August
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car tarrh and Head Ache Snuff’; Gordack’s Salt to their personal interests, must be attributed,
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his Rheum Ointment, and Pulmonary Jelly; ^either to their candor and love of truth, or to|
and shew cause, if any they have, why the daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies ■Snow’s, Wheaton’s and Thompson’s Itch their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob-| OH INDIGESTION.
said instrument should not be proved, ap and envelopes each vial.
.Ointments ; Liquid Opodeldoc ; Cephalic .servation, and the testimony of thousands. | ip HIS prevalent disorder, as it exhibits
proved., and allowed as the last will and tes Itch Ointment.—Directions for using this tSnuff; Turlington’s Balsam of Life ; Moore’s ’ Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend tha® Ji
itself in its customary symptoms of
tament of the said deceased.
preparation accompany each box. This oint Essence of Life ; Haarlem Oil ; British do. ; this Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis-l want of appetite, distressing flatulencies,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It Oil of Spruce ; Peppermint ; Lemon ; Tan- ‘eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad^ heart-burn, pain in the stomach, sick head
A true copy—Attest,
contains no mercurial or other deleterious in sey ; Juniper ; Cloves ; Burgamol; Hemlock ; •mils that they will not. He lays no claim toS ache, nausea, vomiting and costiveness,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
gredients, so common in many of the popular Anmsseed ; Olives ; Castor ; Cassia ; Pulegi, the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,’I
July 15.
and Almonds ; all kinds of Essences, togeth and wishes nobody to believe that he sellst is now found to yield to the tried efficacy of
ointments in use.
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in er with all kinds of Medicines in general use hhe “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and hej DR. RELFE’S VEGETABLE SPE
NEW STORE.
CIFIC,
all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied either by Physicians or in families.
’does believe, and he can prove, that in debil-|
externally. Directions accompany and envel
AND
; ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous!
Faints
&
Oil.
WILLIAM LAIGHTOW
ope each vial.
'diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di4
t
Linseed
Oil
by
the
cask
or
small
quantity
;
^NTLBILIOUS
PILLS.
Y/VOULD inform his friends and the pubFine Slippery Elm, for Poultices.—There
White Lead ; French Yellow ; Ve gestive organs, in incipient consumptions* These two preparations combined, con
* lie, that he has taken a store on the never was an article introduced into the «Ground
.whether of the lungs or the liver; in the»
Post-road near the Factory, where he offers “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles, netian Red ; Spanish Brown ; Chrome mreadful debility occasioned by the use oft stitute an efficacious remedy for the Dys
even after
it has. acquired
the most
for stile at the very lowest prices for Cash, cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers, Green, and Yellow ; Chinese Vermilion ; gjurgatives
Mitanvco ,; in
ui palsy,
paiöy, iijcuiUdllBIlJ.
rheumatism, (IIJUIC
(more Cb'-I
es-« pepsia,
■
•
\
A
.
or Country Produce, the following articles, inflamed and swelled breasts, and inflamma ifera de siena ; Umber ; Prussian Blue ; Will jnc«dally)
incident
to moth-1 (°)S ,na e character, and resisted every ef:-n ' in
’ the
1 sicknesses
‘
’1
ing
;
Coach
and
Furniture
Varnish
;
Japan
;
with many others, viz :
tions generally. The Poultice is made in the
•ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev-| fort of professional skill. When both med
Low priced and nice Calicoes, Pink & Buff ordinary way as you would any other poul Spirits of Turpentine ; Pure Sperm Oil ; iry case of delirium tremens, or that diseasel icines are administered in connection accord
’
aint
Brushes
—
with
numerous
other
articles
French do. ; Printed Jackonett; French Mus tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
Ivhich is brought on by intemperance ; in] ing to plain and particular Directions ac
lins ; Bobbinett Lace ; Bishop Lawn ; White case may require. There is another kind n the Paint line.
|he wretched horrors of mind and body whic companying the Vegetable Specific, they
Stuffs.
and color’d Cambric ; Book Muslin ; Striped which is called superfine for internal use. All
Log wood ; Red wood ; Fustic ; Tumer- iccrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap thoroughly cleanse the alimentary canal of
and Plaid Cambric ,; Pure Linnen : Brown may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
petite, langour, melancholy, pains in th
c ; Indigo, &c. &c.
Cambric.
'keid-in u
wfejr is tb^ajiasedmate^**^’
man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
, lead, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, an
Groceries,
^c.
GINGHAMS—Black and White, Fancy,
cause of the disorder, and as a tonic and
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—This arti
mcomely
complexions,
caused
by
the
bad
Plaid, Buff, Pink.
Teas ; Coffee ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Spices of
stimulant, they restore the healthy action and
cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar
SHAWLS—Sewing Silk, Valencia, Thi rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump ill kinds ; Chocolate ; Chocolate Shells ; state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in energy of the stomach, and strengthen the
>thers mentioned in the bills of directions
bet, and Cotton.
yheap
and
Box
Raisins;
Currants;
Figs;
tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels,
GLOVES—White and Black Silk, Kid, throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external fobacco ; Pork ; Lard ; Honey ; Tamarinds ; ;iven with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, debilitated system. The proprietor can also
’ hat the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, ,in- confidently recommend the Vegetable Spe
Thread, Cotton.
application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, 5al Soda—for washing ; Brooms and Floor
Robes—White and Merino—Cotton Hose. biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This brushes ; all kinds of Nuts and Confectiona- erchanged occasionally with his APERIENT cifics one of the best remedies known for
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which the Sick Headache.
Silk and Cotton Velvet.
medicine is recommended by the first medi y, &c. &c. Any of the above will be exBlack Gro de Swiss. Bobbinett quilling cal gentlemen in pur country for the above ihanged for Cash, Country Produce or ap ire sold with them, will effect immediate rePrice 50 cents each article, with direc
ief ; and if used but for a fair period of trial
Lace.
proved Credit.
tions.
complaints. Directions to each package.
t perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
Cap and Bonnet Ribbons.
Kennebunk, June 3,1837.
ep6m.
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough
i doubt by daily testimonies which would
Silk and Cotton Handkerchiefs.
Syrup
is
a
most
valuable
medicine
for
loos

(^BRITISH ANTICEPTIC^
>e given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
Imitation Linnen do.
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who
WANS can conscientiously request confiBROADCLOTHS, CASSIMERES, SAT- •are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val
lence.
For cleansing, whitening, and preserving
TINETTS, ERM1NETT, BUFFALO.
uable for children, in cases of whooping
Other and mor.e conclusive demonstrations
the. Teeth and Gums.
VESTINGS—Fancy, White, Buff, Wel cough, chin cough, &c.
!
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
if the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
ton, Silk, Valencia.
HE
BRITISH
ANTICEPTIC
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
’reparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Sheetings, Shirtings, Drilling, &c. &c.
DENTIFRICE, which the present
two to four spoonsful!, as the case may re |^HE character of this celebrated Oint- ubmitted by the following important and exquire. Children from one to two teaspoons f.JL ment stands unrivalled for being a safe raordinary cures effected by their highly proprietor wishes most particularly to rec
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome nedicinal qualities—all of which may be ommend to the attention of the public, is
TEAS, Sugars, Coffee, Molasses, Choco ful I.
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of een at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No. perfectly exempt from all those acids which
late, Raisins, Figs, Tobacco, Pork, Spices of
all kinds, Fish, Mackerel, Tongues and culated to correct the bile and create an ap pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar ', Division street. One or two of these he in general form the basis of tooth powders iis
Sounds.
petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
lerewith respectfully gives to a discrimina- common use, and which, although they may
may be freely used both as a restorative and
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, ing public.
CORN & FLOUR, Rice, Mats.
whiten the teeth for a short time, must in
to prevent disease. Directions with the vial. which are so eminently useful for removing Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the evitably destroy the Enamelby their dele
Pure Sperm Oil, Sweet Oil.
hanks of one who has been a great sufferer for sevSal Soda, Brushes, Brooms.
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number all Jaundice and Billious complaints.
years, for the great benefit she has received from terious action on this beautiful covering nF
Also, a handsome assortment of Crockery. of children afflicted with fits, arising from va m fresh supply is just received, and for sale by ral
e virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She the teeth.—The consequence is that the ESCYTHES, Snaths, Rifles, Hay Forks, rious causes, as well as numerous adult cases
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk,
as suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tightRakes.
of falling sickness, have been radically cured
:ss across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi- namel which is the shield provided by na
tion of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome ture to protect the spongy and nervous in
Hats, and ready made clothing; Oil clothes, by a proper use of this medicine. Directions
and Henshaw
Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her ternal structure, is rapidly corroded by these»
a good article for persons exposed to the accompany each vial.
Marsh
&
Co.
W.
C.
Stimpson,
Low
and
Reed,
J.
P.
are removed—she is able to exercise with
weather.
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders complaints
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy acid ingredients, becomes more discoloured
—also—
valuable and pleasant preparation possesses to be addressed to L. Th wing, & Co. Dedham, Mass. life comfortably again.
than ever, and exposes the inner portion of
A complete assortment of BOOTS & every possible advantage over that in its
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
the
tooth to caries and a rapid and certain;
SHOES, among which are the following, viz : crude state.
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1
, NOTICE.
Ladies’ French Kid Slips, and Laced.
have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to decay. By the use of the British AnticepDr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
Ladies’ Morocco and Leather Walking powder is a most valuable remedy for com npUE subscriber having contracted with my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin tic Dentif rice, in the morning, as occasion?
to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains may require, with a brush moderately hard,,
Shoes.
mon colds, whooping cough, and coughs of -0- the town of Kennebunk, to support ed
in my stomach, indigestion and Joss of appetite, with
Ladies’ Common Kid Slips—very cheap. long standing. It has been long tested and is the poor of said town for one year, hereby continual
pain and dizziness in my head ; 1 used differ and cold water, the accumulation of Tartar
Misses’ Kid Lace, and Slips.
recommended to the public as one of the gives notice, that he has made suitable pro ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced will not only be prevented, but the teeth?
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
Gent’s. Calf and Horse skin BOOTS— most valuable medicines now in use.
rendered beautifully and permanently?
sewed and peg’d.
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew white, and the gums restored to that freedom
my
situation.
Ina
few
days
1
shall
be
at
your
office
of
said
town
on
his
account
or
on
account
of
Gent’s. Calf, Horse skin and Mor<?cco lasses on going to bed.
to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
PUMPS, together with an assortment of Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This the town, as he will pay no bill for their mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant from soreness, that hardness and efflores
support.
Children’s Shoes.
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.' cence which are the sure tests of their heal
powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara
ABEL M. BRYANT.
Dr. Wm. Evans.
thy state, and the best guarantee of that
Kennebunk, July 15, 1837.
6w.
tions now in use for this distressing complaint.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
He therefore need only add that his natural fragrance of the breath which can
It warms and cleanses a foul stomach, and
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with never be expected in connection with foul
produces a healthy state of the bile.
1<M> Reams
Farming Utensils.
his excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT teeth, and scorbutic, unhealthy gums.
A most distressing case of Jaundice accom
RAPPING PAPER, just received by
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, {Price 50 cen/s a box, with directions.)
panied with great debility, was recently cured
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
CYTHES,
Rifles,
Snaths,
Hay
Forks
and
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square’
in this place, in the course of three days, by
July 23, 1837.
%*Prepared from the Original MS. Re
Rakes, for sale by
New York, and of his authorised agents in
the powder. Directions with the box.
cipe of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T.
WM. LORD & Co.
town
and
country.
Also a very general assortment of medicin
July 8.
KIDDER, his Immediate Successor and
Flour, Corn & Rye
J. H. JONES, corner of Middle and Union
al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
T^OR sale by
streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine, the Sole Proprietor, which with the other
hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo
NOTICE.
“ Conway Medicines," is for sale at his
WM. LORD & Co.
where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
dating prices on commission or other ar
July 23, 1837.
npHE
subscriber
having resolved on setSub
Agents, Daniel Remich, Kennebunk ; Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
rangement, as at any other large establish A tling all Accounts
with his customers, James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas Chase, N. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
ment in the Union.
of more than one year standing, has engaged Yarmouth ; Nathan Reynolds, Lewiston ; Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
NECK STOCKS.
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val Nicholas Gilman, Esq. to aid him in the Joseph Griffin, Brunswick; Palmer & Wash
HE subscriber has a handsome assort
performance of that task. Where any thing burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ; for sale also by his special appointment, by
ment of STOCKS, which he will sell uable medicine,
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
FOSTER’S EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE, is found due the subscriber, payment is not Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old
cheap for Cash, by the dozen or single.
expected at the present time of general pres
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
Stocks made to any pattern.
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary ; a specif sure, although it will not be refused if offer- town ; Duren & Thatcher, Bangor ; Samuel
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
„
SAMUEL MENDUM.
Jackson & Co. Belfast; Barker Neal, Wis
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old ed- ,, T ,
E. G. MOORE.
Kennebunk, June 16, 1837,
casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, Indi*^*None genuine unless signed T. KID
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February 18, 1837.

DER, on the outside printed wrapper».

